










DEVELOPMENT OF LAW IN HUNGARY:
THE FIRST EIGHT CENTT]RIES
The view maintaining the singular national
character of the development of law in Hun-
gary and its independence of the other Euro-
pean developmental patterns is rooted in
Hungarian history itself. At the turn of the
lSth and l6th centuries, that is, at the time of the sec-
ond wave of the renewal of Roman law in Europe, when
the foundations of a modern European ius commune
had been laid, Hungary had a king who, at the same
tÍme, was the emperor of the Holy Roman Empire. Thus
the country inevitably came under the influence, both
political and economic, of that empire, It was from that
time on that - aside from the increasingly vain insistence
upon the country's politÍcal sovereignty - it a]so became
an important element of the idea of national independ-
ence to emphasize the full independence of the develop-
ment of Hungarian law and administration of justice
which would not need any external assistance
However, no legal cultures may exist closed in them-
selves. The many-sided advantages of mutual influences
are made apparent by the fact that every intellectual
progress requires interactions and interconnections
among the neÍghbouring communities.
Moreover, law in Íts details is constantly exposed to
minor changes, even though its foundations have been
laid down ln the form of a definite system. Law is not a
fossilized institution as its very essence lies in its contin-
uous development, as well as in its adaptability to the
actual requirements of life.
In what íollows, an attempt will be made to present
this developmental process in three major chapters. The
first is concerned with the forms which the legal norm
systems, prevailing until the late lBth century, had
taken (Normentstehung). Thus an overview lll be given
of those types of sources of law and their Hungarian spe-
cialties which carried the posltive law. In the second
chapter, those channels will be discussed, through
rvhich the members of society, but primarily those en-
gaged in applying the law, could get acquainted with the
rules and possible ways of solution which they could ap-
ply to solving the emerging problems (NormuermÍtt.
lung). This means nothing but the presentation of the in-
dividual segments of Hungarian legal cuiture. The third
chapter attempts to outline the question of how the legal
norms could prevail in the examÍned centuries' which
were the most important developmental traits of the in-
dividua] branches of law. íIn the latter. the rules of the
state establishment will not be dealt with, because this
topic will be discussed in a separate chapter.)
The first eight centuries of the history of Hungarian
law discussed here used to be divided into developmen-
tal periods, a traditional periodization which we also
follow to help the Reader follow the discussion. Of
course, one may find very different markers for the in-
dividual periods, mainly because the individual periods
of the history of law may be marked from a wide range
of aspects (such as annals history, dynastic or state or-
ganization-history, development of law, etc.). At the
same time. Ít must also be seen that the traditional his.
toriography of law is inclined to discuss the develop-
ment and institutions of law in the examined centuries
as a uni$, namely as manifestations of feudal law.
Hopefully, in what follows, Ít wÍll be successfully dem-
onstrated that such a uniform view can only partly
square with the real situation.
The most ancient period of the history of Hungarian
Iaw, which in fact coincides with the gentilial (tribal) soci-
e|y, that is, with the age oí princlpality, is called the pe.
riod oí the ..ancient law.. and approximately covers the pe.
riod between the year 896 and the foundation of the state.
The follorving three centurÍes constitute the age of the rule
of kings of the Arpád dynasty - which (with a debated
periodization) is a-lso marked as the age of "patrimonial"
or "personal" kingship - may be called the period of early
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feudal aw in terms of the development of law. This closes
in the mid- or late 13th century. It was followed by the age
of the feudal monarchy uith kings from diíferent dyrras-
ties which closed at about the time of the Mohács Battle
[526)t. In the development oflarv this period marked the
formation of the characteristically Hungarian, feud al -tlpe
private and penal law, From the first third of the l6th
century, the former Hungary became politically divided.
From this time on, the "royal Hungary'2 which came un-
der Habsburg rule and the more or less independent
Transylvania took separate courses. In a certarn sense,
this fact was also mirrored Ín the development of law,
thouglr to a lesser extent than in the state orgailzational
or poiitical development. After the ousting of the Turks
(in the late lTth century), the development of law in the
hi'o parts of the country, now both under Habsburg rule,
though these continued to be handled separately, became
increasingly similar so that formally they night be re-
garded again aS a uniíorm field of law. Endeavours to cre-
ate a modern, bourgeois-tlpe l gal system can be traced
back to the early l8th century. However, until the late
lSth century only the first steps could have been taken to
achieve this end, even then mainly under the inspiration
and encouragement oí the centra] power. The task of
elaborating a legal system that would meet the demands
of a bourgeols ociety was left to the 19th century.
THE ORIGIN AND TRANSMISSION OF NORMS
The positive law and order will prevail within a defined
social group. 0n hearing this today, one would think oí
the state in the first place. For us, ]aw means first of all
the law establÍshed by the state. However, quite different
is the situation when we examine the development of law
in the middle ages or in the early modern age. Then the
state was by no means the only social formation, within
which the positive law could have come into being. Com-
munities and circles of rights in large numbers wer€ co.
existing. However, it is obvÍous that - as witlr other
states in Europe - Ín Hungary, too, after its foundation
as a state, of ail the various other communities of rights,
oniy the state enjoyed a distinguished positÍon. This was
so because it was the state that made efforts - to an ever
increasing extent during its history - to expropriate the
forced monopoly within its own terrÍtory, and even to re.
alize it. The dominant position of law established by the
state, of course, could not be independent of the way the
relationship among the state, the society and the indiüd-
ual communities of societv had been settled and of the
way thÍs had been realized Ín practice'
In the age oí íeuda] disintegration, to wit, the recon-
ciliation of conflicting interests aS one oí the most im.
portant objectives oí law could not have been accom.
plished solely by the state, nor was it within its powers
in many cases. Over several centuries, the state had -
though to an ever decreasing extent - to put up with the
existence of legal norm systems rvhich were not created
by the central power. There were some "minor or major
circles of liberties" in existence, and the state had to tol-
erate the fact that it could only gradually make its way
into those circles as a regulating power.
Taking this fact into consideration, sources of law
used on the terrltory of the Hungarian Kingdom might
be national (general) or local (particular) in character,
depending on whether they covered the country's whole
territory or only part of it. There were general sources of
law which as general rules were binding on all, and
there were specific ones binding only on a group of citi-
zens living in the country. The same held true of almost
all states of Europe in the middle and early modern
ages. Yet it must be noted as a Hungarian trait that - ac-
cording to the main rule - the sources of the old Hungar-
ian latv uniformly appiied to one and the same class oÍ
the sociew on the country's whole territory. In other
u,ords, the mediaeval Hungarian larv did not know of the
nanifold articulation of the branch of law which had
been attained in Western Europe. In Hungary, it was the
national law that commanded, while particular laws
rvere subject to it. Just the reverse was the situation in
Western Europe: local larv was compulsory, while na-
tional law was only oí complementary character.
I In August I526, the Turkish emperor Suleiman II (,,the Magnificent") inflicted a decisive defeat on the Hungarian army ln the
Field of Mohács. This led to a 1S0.year occupation of one-third of Hungarv by the Turks. Due to its tragic consequences, the
Mohács Batt]e has also a symbolÍc meaning and has become a sort of landmark in HungarÍan history. Hereinaíter referred to
simply as 1526. (Editor)
2 That is, the second part of the former Hungary, rvhich was not occupied by the Turks. the nominally independent
Transylvania forming the tlird part. (Editor)
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However, Ít concurred with the general European de.
velopment hat in the mediaeval Hungarian law, at least in
its more developed form, a feudal articulation can be ob-
served: the most important was the national law proper
that appiied to the nobility, there were, however, other ad-
ditionai rules governÍng the townspeople3 which were es.
tablÍshed as loca-l laws, and it was not until the late mid.
dle ages that the common civil law wrth a country-wide
validity could take shape. On the other hand, mention
should also be made of a nation-u.ide peasant or serf law,
though only from the late middle ages. Nevertheless, the
significance of the particular sources of law, especiall_v
those originating in the earlv centuries, should not be un-
derestÍmated, of all the ..nationa] laws', it is unambigu.
ously the law of nobility which rve knorv most of.
SOURCES OF LAW
As will appear clearly from rvhat follows, when it is at-
tempted to describe the outward íorms of the mediaer'al
and early modern Hungarian larv and the posslbilities
íor the Cognition oí any given rule or - to use the legal
terminologr - the external sources of law, the break-
down oí these sources of law by certain t1pes ls not al-
ways unequivocal. To wit, the individuai external sour-
ces oí law [customary law, act. decree, statute. privilege,
ruling or leading case) are often permeable. There are
legislative initiatives (such as the Trupartitum and Quod-
rtpartitum) which - having not obtained legal corrobora-
tion as laws proper - were applied oniy as customary
law. At the same time, it was a frequent method of ob-
taÍning the state recognition of particular customarv
laws that these were corroborated in a royal privilege or
were put down in Miting in a statute by a local author'
ity. In such cases it is very difficult to establish the origi-
nal nature or tlpe of the given rule. Hence it also follows
that the sources of knowledge described belou' mav in
some cases be classed into more than one source of law.
,Nattonal customary law (common law)
When the Hungarian society entered the era of its exis-
tence as a Christian statehood at the turn of the millen-
nium. the everydav life and conditions oí communities
were governed bv customs. that is, bv customary larv.
Customary larv is essentlally based on unique responses
to concrete problems, and these resolutions will consti-
tute the national aw.
Public interest called íor a regulation; this demand
rvas met in the íorm of law. However, this law was unable
for centuries to wrestle with consuetudo successfully.
In fact, the decretum (decree) with its long search for a
proper íorm (see below) expressed the uncertainty and
hesitation of law (and also of the law-makers). Itwas to-
wards the end of the middle ages that law could get rid of
the cloak of unique judgements and of the privilege char-
acter to attain an articulated formulation having particu-
lar validi$ clauses and formal requirements. A whole se-
ries of laws sought to fínd legitimation in customs'
Thls lmportant role of customary law produced a
profound effect on law as a whole, and also determined
the scope and intensity of the effect of European law in
Hungary.
The absolute superiority of customary law over other
sources of law was a decisive factor in Hungarian law
prior to l84B (taking also into consideration the diver-
gencies arising írom the development of previous centu-
ries). Consequently, the whole law in Hungary was char-
acterized by contingency: conception and coherence
were completely misslng.
Particularísm íormed one of the components of this
contingency. Law tended to attune itself to the VarÍegated
privileges. There was one law for towns, another for the
county, still alother for the privileges districts or before
the manorial court (also known as soke or seigniorial
court). The competition of rules was a common occur-
rence. Legal life in Hungary was characterized by every-
day conflicts between the individual particular (local)
larvs, between the local and central legislature, the law
formation and the will of the legislator or between stat-
ute law and customary law. The lack of security in law
gave way to arbitrary actions as weil, though to a smaller
or larger extent.
According to the Hungarian conception of law, law was
traditlonallv rooted in the customs: initially, tradition and
custom played a decisive role in shaping the terrain oí le-
gal rules. Later, the emphasis was increasingly shifted to-
wards the judicial practice. Then, from the 16th century
on, the judicial practice gradually, but not too conspicu-
ously, yrelded to the pressure of statute law.
From the viewpoint of the formation and further de-
l'elopment of the rules of customary law, distinction
must be made between the so-called customary law of
popular origin and the customary law formed by the ju-
The words tou'nspeople or alternately tow'nsmen refer to the civic inhabÍtants of mediaeval and early modern age towns, to
.burghers.,. that iS. to what Ís collectively terms aS ..urban bour{eoisie'' Or the third estate in Western Europe. (Editor)
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dicial practice. In the case of the former, the indil'idual
norms ori$Ínated Ín a given community, withln whiclt
these became a generai conviction. Later these norms
were recognized and made compulsory by the judicial
practice, and those violating this law were inflicted with
sanctions. The latter is based on identical sentences de-
livered in similar cases. In the latter tlpe of customary
law, it is impiied that - owing to the gaps and defects in
this system - the judge has to play an active role in cre-
ating new rules, as well as in reforming or further devel-
oping the old ones. According to the l6th century con-
ception, the practice of courts of territorial competence
might establish a custom íor the given territory. This'
however, might also come into conflict with the national
practice: to wÍt, it might furnish a basis for a territorial
law applicable to the given court's own territory. The
possibility of such courts to avail themselves of their
own laws, that is, the entitlement of the territory's own
court to shape the practice of law were ensured by privi-
leges. In the interest of security in law, this practice or
this custom was later put down in writing in the íorm of
statutes. The legal practice determined by those cus-
toms, which were Iater adopted by the local courts, pre-
cisely by their nature, encompassed the everyday life in
its totaiity.
The Hungarian nobility's customary law was put
down in the jurist.politician István Werbóczy,s Tripar.
tttum in l5l4. In the mediaeval way oí thinking, to the
validity of a law it would be sufficient if üe law was old
and good. In his TrrparÍitum, Werbőczy elucidated the
validity requirements oí customary law: a) the custom
must be rational, that is, capable of serving the achieve-
ment of public good. It must be right according to the
public knowledge and compatible with the sense of jus-
tice; b) it must be in effect during an appropriate period
(at least ten years); c) it must be recurrent, i,e. fre-
quently used.
Citing the words of the TrÍpartttum, ..The custom has
three kinds of forces: an explanatory force since it is the
best explicator of laws, thus when the law is unambigu-
ous, we have to resort to the local custom; if it can pro-
vide the relevant information. we should not deviate
from the meaning which the custom has attached to it.
Second, it has a law destructive force, because it can de-
grade the law, if it (the custorn) comes into conflict with
it. Third, it has a law substituting force as it can substi-
tute for a missing laiv." In the eyes of the contemporar-
ies, the real value of customary law laid in the fact that it
was equally binding on ail.
The utterly high value of customary law is also shown
bv the fact that in various forns it has survived even in
modern legal systens.
Llunicipal customarg laus
Besides the nation-wide customary law that governed
mainly the living conditions oí the nobility, the custom-
ary lawbased rules governing the urban communities
were also of a great moment.
The most developed torms in Hungary (their number
was about 30 in the 15th century), having got rid of the
dependence on private feudal landowners, became di-
rectiy subjected to the king. Simuitaneously, their feudal
organization also started. ThÍs manifested itself first in
the formation of their organizations to safeguard their
interests (such as the league of five towns in Northern
Hungary: Kassa, Bártfa, Lőcse, Eperjes, Kisszeben).
The second important momentum was the change of
the Magister tavernicorums's courts{ into independent
municipal courts. In the body of lay-judges of suclr
courts, the representatives of towns had gradually su-
perseded those of the nobility by the tSth century. In ad-
dition to towns with such treasury courts (Buda, Po-
zsony, Sopron, Naglszombat, Kassa, Eperjes, Bártfa.
Pest)s, the towns under the jurisdiction of the Chief Jus-
tÍce6, and the mining towns constituted what were ter-
med as royal free towns [boroughs). Also placed under
the jurisdiction oí the Magister tavernicorum, the mining
towns were divided Ínto two groups: Lower Hun$arian
(Selmecbánya, Körmocbánva. Besztrcebánya, Bélabátya,
Bakabánya and LibetbánYa) and Upper Hungarian Gol.
nicbánya. Szomolnok Rudabánya, Telkibánya and Ig1ó).
In the early 1Sth century, these town were recognized
A high ranklng royal official in feudal Hungary' the Magister tar.ernicorum (tárnokmester). in addition to its main íunction of
controlling the the royal revenues. rvas also invested with judiciarv power over the royal free towrs, where his court(s) (sedes
tavernicalisis - tá'rnokszék) adnrinistered justice at certain intervals' (Editor)
Place names throughout this study are given in tlreir original (historical] Hungarial |ornr. Marrv oithese names clranged aíter
the Versailles (Trianon) Peace Treaty of 1920 rvhen a good part of the tor-ms and theÍr eqions referred to in this study rvere
detached from the historical Hungary to form part of the neighbouring countries. (Editor)
In the 1Sth century. especÍally during the rule of King Matthias Corvinus. the Chief Justice (Persona]Ís) rvas also the head oí
the Royal Chancery and represented the king in his absence in certain bodies: hence his official name: Personalis presentie
regie locumtenense. He was invested wrth direct jurisdiction over a group of the royal free towns. (Editor)
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as an estate, so that from 1445 on, their deputies might
regularly participate in the National Diet.
With the towns developed, a new colour appeared on
the palette of the feuda.l lal and order. Towns developed
a separate municipal law different from the íeudal aw
and order constructed in terms of lord and serí' This
law was laid dorvn as privileges in charters or patents
granted or endorsed by the ruler. According to this law,
the town generally not only held but also owned its con-
fines, and as a communitv - a collective landlord - might
also have serfs and even serf villages.
Towns as a rule rvere accorded an extensive self-gov-
ernment. These local governments could freely regulate
and manage their town.s internal affairs on the basis oí
the local, municipal custontarY law. TheÍr judges and
priests were íreely elected, Within their confines. towns
could freely administer justice, and might exclude non-
residents or those without cÍvic rights from furnishing
evidence.
As has been repeatedly mentioned, these rights of
towns were ensured by privileges. These were particular,
generaily unique groups of iegal rules developed by the
customs prevaiiing in the individual towns. Yet these
groups of rules were in connection with each other to
some extent, and certain municipal awfamiiies had ap-
peared as early as the l3th century. We know the munÍc.
ipal laws of such towns as Székesfehérvár. Buda, Sel.
mecbánya, Naglszöllős, Maglszeben, Zágráb and the
towns of the Szepes region, and we also know theÍr par.
ent law character as well as their slgnificance going be-
yond the confines of those towns. Most important among
them were the legal customs of the towns of Szé-
kesfehérvár, Selmecbánya (a'k.a Selmec) and Buda.
Székesfehérvár (a.k.a. Fehérvár) was one of the
towns which had survived the period of the Great Migra-
tions' Accordingly, Íts privileges and liberty (Ltbertas
ÁlbensÍs) are the oldest ones in Hungary. The most si$.
nificant transmitter of the Fehérvár Code was the town
of Sopron, the law of which was taken over by several
towns in the late middle ages.
The Selmec law-book dates back to the l3th century,
to the time of King Béla IV. Written in German, this code
included previsions íor such things as - among others -
immunity, the municipal maglstracy, the judge's office,
lawsuits, means of evidence, and also included punitive
measures. Outstanding among the ruies of private law
were special rules for purchase, mortgage and inheri-
tance. Its provisions concerning mineral rights were
highly influential' However, the provisions oí the Selmec
law-book were rather defective and sketchy, except the
parts dealing with penal law, especially those related to
larceny which were expounded somewhat more circum-
stantially. Essentially based on the Iglau Law-book, the
Selmec law-book is nothing but a compendium of legal
measures taken in a series of cases, but thÍs fully met
the contemporary needs.
Provisions respecting the legal status of Buda as a
free royal town were first made and laid down in privi-
leges by kings Béla [V and László IV in 1244 and 1276'
respectlvely. The privileges included the right to elect
judges and parsons freely, the king's jurisdiction, and
the administration of justice in compliance with their
own customs. the citizens' full freedom within the town.
The practice of municipaljudicature was in a process of
íormation for |wo centuries. Promoting this development
were also the experiences of the German municipal laws
(Sochsenspiegel, the Magdeburg Weichbildrecht' he VÍ.
enna town.law, etc.), and oí the judicÍal practÍce of the
Hungarian kingdom through the courts of the Magister
tavernicorums' This judÍcial practice was then recorded
in the law.book of the town oí Buda (oJner Stadtrecht)
which put together some 440 artlcles Ín 1413. This
law-book also served as a model to develop their own
municipal aws to such towns (under the Magister taver-
nicorum's jurisdiction) as Komáronr, Sopron, Zsolna,
Eperjes. Priüge, Kassa and Bártfa. For these towns,
Buda also acted as a forum of appeal partly in cases
which fell outside the Magister tavernicorum's compe-
tence, partly in cases when the litigants chose this way of
appealing.
MunÍcipai law was also enforced in the practice of
higher judicial forums. In their legal contests, townspeo-
ple might lodge an appeal with the king who charged the
Magister tavernicorum with the task of judging. Thus was
it üat this high ranking royal official, orÍgina]ly engaged
in economic and financial affairs, became the permanent
judge oí towns under the reign of King Sigismund of
Luremburg. More precisely, at the assembly of towns in
1405, King Sigismund issued a decree to the effect hat
the Magister tavernicorum and Chief Justice (PersonalÍs)
might act as a supreme forum over the judicature of
towns in cases when the litigants would not wish to avail
themselves of their right to appeal to their respective town
exercising the parent law. From the 1440s, we know of a
trial in Lőcse, in which it was the Magister tavernicorum
who delivered the sentence. Hence it follows that the ex-
clusive judicial function of the Magister tavernicorum
could have been a well-established office at that time.
The development of the central judicial role of the
Magister tavernicorum's court was necessitated by some
differences from the practice oí municipal aw, which ex.
isted despite the similarities, in order to make the judi-
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cial practÍce uniform. This process resulted in a judicial
practÍce which wÍth its standardizing effect facilitated a
certain codification of the iaw and order prevailing in the
Magister tavernicorum's towns. This then became real-
ized in the form of a common corpus of laws in the
rnid-lSth century. This codification of larvs connected
with the Ma$ster tavernicorum managed to realize the
unification of statute laws and the time-iionoured legal
customs in such fields as ri$ht Ín rem, contract ]arv. ]aw
of Ínheritance and penal law. Momentarily' this work
failed to unify and codify the procedural aw rvhich had
developed through the practice of the Magister taver-
nicorum's court during a few decades. The codÍfÍcation
of procedural aw took place somewhat later, in 1479,
This regulated the two-stage judicial procedure, but did
not modify the procedure of the Personalis's court.
With his corpus compiled, legal connections among the
Magister tavernicorum's towns (hereinafter: tavernicalis
towns) became simpler ald easier. This development also
created conditÍons for reviüng the interest in the Roman
law, when the rules of Roman law were applied to the de-
mands of the feudal society. Under the social conditions of
that age, it was mainiy the municipal law that permitted
certain principles of civil law to prevail.
The Magister tavernicorums's law manifested a highly
developed legal culture Ín the related towns. With this sys.
tem, in fact, the uniform customary law of seven such
towns was established. However, the Magister taverni-
corums's law was not applied exclusively to the citizens of
these tavernicalis towns, but was occasionally also used
in disputes of clergnnen, monasteries, chapters, provided
they has estates on the given town's terrÍtory' I was ap.
plied to noblemen as well if they were residents of the
given town. 1609 saw the printed publication of the code
of the Magister tavernicorum's rules of law in Báría
(ÁrtÍculi iurts tauernícalÍs). Published later in the Corpus
Iuris as well, these articles included mainly rules relating
to procedures before the Magister tavernicorum's court
(hereinaíter: tavernicalis court)' These artlcles were ap.
plÍed by courts until as ]ate as 1848.
T er r itori.al customary lau.rs
The separate law of SeklersT, an ancient Transylvanian
border guard people, may exempiify that particular law
and order which was based on an essentially territorial
customary larv, but which was also influenced by other
kinds of solrrces of law, As with most of the particular
lals prevailing in the historical Hungary, the separate
larv of Seklers is also difficult to be brought into direct
connection rvÍth any given Rpe of sources oí law. Its rea-
son lies in the obvious fact that the regulation oí liüng
conditions has been attempted very different ways over
the centuries. The separate, independent status of Sek-
lers was based on privileges itselí, nevertheless they
were also governed by laws and rules of statute charac-
ter. Yet one must scrutinize perhaps their specific legal
customs to find that resultant, on which the singular de-
velopment of law of Seklers was based. The legal and
political separation and independence of Seklers, Iiving
in the easternmost region of Transylvania, had been es-
tablished by various privileges as early as the age of the
fupád d1masty. These privileges, however, tended to es.
tablish special rules for the Sekier community mainly
from the aspect of public law. Thus - in terms of public
law - the legal status of Seklers or the Sekler "nation"
ivas determined primarily by royal privileges and later,
in the age of the Transylvania Principality, by acts
adopted by the Diet.
The seats (sedes Srcolorum) formed the singular ad-
ministrative and judicial units of Seklers; these man-
aged the everyday affairs of the people of the individual
territoria.l units. The right to make law could be exer-
cised exclusively by the general assembly (congregation
generalts\, presided by the comes SÍcolorum who a]so
represented the king, The main responsibility of the co-
mes was to keep Seklers ready to be deployed for action
rvhenever necessary; his additional duty was to adminis-
ter justice. It was related with the latter function of the
comes that the institution of the congregation generalis
had gradually taken shape from the 14th century. At this
generd assembly certain rules were also adopted which
were called constÍtutioÍnes,), which from the early l6th
century could be regarded (if at all) as a generally admit-
ted source of law,
The special rights of Seklers extended not only to the
protection of the personal freedom and of the legal sta-
tus of noblemen, but also to issues pertaining to the law
of property' To wÍt, Seklers acquired their lands by orig.
inal occupation, rather than by royal grants, therefore,
these land never reverted to the crown. This ancient
principle of law was violated by the princes of Tran-
sylvania in the 16th century. The property of Seklers
7 A Hungarian ethnic group in Transylvania; their origin has been long debated in HungarÍan historÍography, Consldering their
original social organization, customs, and some anthropological traÍts, tlreir kinshÍp with orre of the old Turkic peoples night
be seen as a high probabilig. {Dditor)
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was subject to a certain limitation similar to entailment
(auicítas or Íus auitÍcum in Hungarian history _ see also
below) which was designed to prevent the alienation of
the land and the most important other assets of the fam-
ily. This went as far as the provision: should a Sekler
not have a son to inherit the ancient estate, his daughter
would be legally qualified as son. Seklers, at the same
time, enjoyed tax exemption.
The special traits of the Seklers's organization and
private law arose primarÍly from their military services.
Their liberties and prerogatives were due to them, be-
cause they were bound to serve on aper capita basis Ín
the armv of the king in the same way as the nobles. This
obligation, wrth some modiíications though, continued
until as late as the 18th century. In the mid-l8th cen-
tury, Queen Maria Theresa forced the Seklers into the
organization of the regular border guard, simultaneously
depriving them of a good part of their privileges.
Ácts
Acts have always been the most important sources of
law ever since the age of feudalism. An act is the mani-
festation of the state's will at the highest level. Initially,
its reputation derived from its having been considered
as the most Ímportant manifestation of the ru]er.s will,
which then became the most important decision of the
national representative body, the Diet embodying the
dualism of the feudal order of socÍety' Accordin$ to its
established concept, act is a universal and general
source of law which may relate to any aspect of legal life
and extent to every cÍtizen of the given country.
During the rule of kings of the fupád dynas$, acts
served as sources oí law conrplementary to the custom"
ary law. This was supported by the contemporary legai
principle, according to whÍch any act would have bind.
ing force only so long as the king who had issued it was
alive. If the ruler's successor recognized the former
legislations, he would confirm those rules once more in
compliance with the custom.
During the rule of the first Hungarian kings, the
king was the supreme law-giver, who involved in the
law-making process both the members of the royal
council and those participating in the feudal National
(Legislative) Assembly (Act )fil l l of l29B). At the time,
the national assemblÍes (diets) were still not legislative
bodies proper: national assemblies convoked for the
purpose of law-making were held not earlier than the
late 13th century. The contemporary acts included
mainly provisions concerning penal law and rules for
sentencing. Acts adopted by the legislators at a certain
time were then included in a decree (decretum) which
was issued and endorsed wÍth his seal by the ruler'
The binding force of legal rules issued by the ruler
arose írom the royal power itself.
Under the reign of King András II, changes were tak.
ing place in both the content and direction of law-mak-
ing. The Golden Buli of 1222 and the decrees based on
it contained mainly regulations pertaining to pubiic (con-
stitutional) lal. Formally, the l3th century decrees
were: privileges and charters of liberties, which could
only be distinguished from other privileges by their con-
tent. Deserving special mention among the 13th century
Hungarian acts are those issued by King András III in
joint with the royal councii and the National Assembly
(hereinafter: Diet) in 1290 and 1298, respectively.
In the Angevin period, especially under the rei$n oí
King Charles Robert, the kin$s legislative power was
predominant, so much so that law-making proceeded
with the involvement of the extended royal council only,
often ignoring the Dlet. The influence the Diet could pro-
duce on lawmaking must have been very slÍght, since in
the preamble of the 1551 decree it is clearly stated that
this law was made by the kÍng ..of his mother's will and
on the advice of his barons", and that the king reserved
himself the right to make law and to amend, modiS or
repeal the law. It was this decree that consolidated the
"entailment" (ius aurticum) as an institution, introduced
the obiigation of delivering the "ninth" (nono)8, and de-
clared the ..one and the same íreedom'' (una eademque
übertas) of nobility as the legal recognition of the rights
and liberties of lesser nobility as well.
Pushing customary law into the background, King
Sigismund sought to place more and more emphasis on
acts. After his death, the Diet became a permanent par-
ticipant of equal rank in law-making. From the mid-l5th
century, Iegislation in Hungary constituted a joint right
and responsibility of the king and the estates (ordÍnes),
that is, of the feudal Diet. Decrees, which contÍnued to
be issued on behalf oí the king' essentially contained the
agreements, covenants between these two constitutional
factors and their bilateral contracts. Both parties were
enritied to iniriate acts
From this time on, act rvas considered as one adop-
ted by the legally convoked and assembled Diet and as-
The obligation of serfs to de]iver the ninth part oí their harvest o the lord. This formed one tenth of the tithe (decima) to be
delivered to the Church. ÍEdÍtor)
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Sented by the crowned king (endorsed wÍth the king,s
signature and seal, and properiy promulgated),
Essentially, the real task of the mediaeval legislature
was not to make laws, but to remedy the actual legal
problems and meet the related legal needs. Nevertheless,
according to Werbőczy's Tripartitum, the ..people'' and
the king's assenting "will-resolution" were now indis-
pensable elements of law-making. In his Trtpartítum,
Werbőczy out]ines two methods of making laws: l' the
king convokes the "people" to ask their opinion about
his proposal submitted, or 2. the "people" (i.e. the nobil-
ity) submÍts proposals, which are deemed to serve the
public good, for approval by the king, and which became
acts after the royal assent. Thus both the king and the
Diet were entitled to initiate acts. Later on, the Act Xllll
of 1635 confirmed what had been included in the TrÍ-
partitum: "whereas the king and the country are only
entitled to make laws and statutes, other resolutions,
which were made by some individual privately, should
not be binding on any inhabitant of the country".
In addition to laws themselves, their amendments
and repeal aiso originated in the joint resolution of the
king and the Diet as the acts were binding on the king as
well. It became a custom after 1439 that in the clause of
an act the king promised to abide by the act and to have
it observed by others, too.
Under the reign of the Habsburg dynasty, the Diet
and the king jointly made laws. In the lTth century,
peace treaties resulting from the insurrections of nobles
were laid down Ín acts. From the l8th century the scope
of legislation was extended to such Íssues as taxation.
new levies of men, election and coronation oí kings, is.
suing diplomas by the king. and the demarcation of the
country's frontiers.
The acts adopted by the Diet and sanctioned by the
king were relatively short-lived as these had a binding
force only during the ruie of the king who had sanc-
tÍoned them. Some acts or some provisÍons thereof,
however, mi$ht ..surüve,. the reign of the king who had
issued them. To attain a lasting validity was possible
only ií the norms, which proved to be viable, had be.
come a customary iaw through their repetitious applica-
tion in judicial practice. As has been seen, Werb<iczy at-
tached high importance to the law-generating effect of
practice, but he also underlined its law degrading effect
and referred to the conflicts among law, custom and the
legal practice.
To be mentioned as an important circumstance is
that the issues to be regulated exclusively by laws were
never clearly stated either in the mediaeval or modern
ages. In fact, in this case too, it was the customs of the
Diet and the poiitical needs and possibilities at any given
time that deterrnÍned the actual Íssues, in which the
ruler and the estates sou{ht to come to terms.
The "Corpus Iuris Hungarici"
It was a perenniai desire of those striving after a secu-
rity of law to have the royal decrees and other royal
constitutions colie cted in the fonn of a corpus. Through-
out the i6th century the Diet kept urging on such a col-
lection of laws.
Hungarian laws in the lsth and 16th centuries were
commonly used in the forms of hand-written copies, col-
lections and codices. In such a hand-written form, it was
tiresome enough to produce a corpus of laws, and any
c]aim to comprehensive Coverage was virtualiy impossÍ.
bie, ifonly because the obtaining ofeven a copy ofone or
another law (or act) met with serious difficulties, It was
also difíicult o keep to the chronological order of the
covered documents, because the availability of a certain
text largely depended on how old the given law was.
Thus the content oí the older collections of law, of which
we knorv, could not come near the content of the youn-
ger Corpus lurÍs, often not containing even half of the
content of the latter. Based on hand-written materials,
this former system could not have been suitable in the
age of printing. This first printed collection of laws was
edited by János Sámboki in l58I, appearing as one of
the supplements to Bonfini's historical works. Sámboki
a.k.a. Johannes Sambucus or Zsámboki, did not aim to
publish a full collection, emphasizing that a separate
collection of laws should be edited for use by courts.
Sámboki' otherwise, published the TrtpartÍtÍon sev.
eral times (first in 1572), to which he also added an in-
dex to make its use easier. In one of the later editions
(1581) a subject index of decrees (laws) can also be
found' A fact haüng an important impact on the domes.
tic knowledge oí Roman law is that in the latter edition
Sámboki also included, among the annexes, certain
rules oí Roman law bearing the title of Regulae lurts
Antiqu which then were included in the subsequent edi-
tions oí the Corpus lurts.
The first Hungarian corpus of law aiming at compre-
hensive coverage was published shortly after Sámboki's
death, in Naglszombat in 1584. Its editors were Za-
kariás Mossóczi and Mikiós Telegdi, bishops of Nyitra
and Pécs, respectively' They designed their work partly
to substitute for the missing Corpus Decretorum, partly
to be used in the legal practice. This edition was of a
non.ofíicial character.
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This collection contains acts adopted until I583. De-
crees are accompanied by variant readings and also by
notes on the margins and befween the lines. The text is
interwoven by the biographies of Hungarian kings. The
law texts are followed by an account of the procedure of
courts of honour of knights, and also by íorrns of oath,
list of bishops and the alphabetÍcal subject index of de.
crees. Mossóczi gave titles to the individual decrees, and
divided the texts into articles. According to its editor's
intent, the code was not to present merely the legal ma-
terial actually in efíect, but to contain a]l decrees.
Notes on the margins and between the lines gave the
work a scholarly and instructive character. Most im-
portant among them were notes referring to paral-
leiisms' Mossóczi.s collection was the first in the Hun-
garian legal literature to compare the parallel topoÍ
(places) Ín the texts of laws. The other notes convey
various pieces of information on Hungarian and Ro-
man law, history, diplomatics, numismatics, etc. In
preparin$ these notes, Mossóczi apparently relied on
the materials of the TrrparÍiÍum and Quadrtpartttum.
The 1584 editÍon was immediately and generally ac.
cepted by the legal practice. Thus the hand-written Ie-
gal collections went of use.
It was after the publÍcation of MossóczÍ's work that
adding a rubrum (rubric, a brief reference to the con-
tent) to the indivÍdual articles became a regular practice
even in the case of authentic texts. Subsequent o this
work, the new laws began to refer, frequently and exactly
(year and article), to places in former acts. This method
of reference presupposes the existence and common use
of the discussed collection of laws.
The following edition oí this work was initiated by the
Archbishop Péter Pazmany in Vienna in l628' This edi.
tion, however, included the Trrpartitum as well as Sám.
boki's subject index (1572), Roman regulae, and Teleg-
di's EuchtridÍon. The second volume agrees word for
word with Mossóczi's edition, whiie the third brings doc.
uments dating from the period 1584-1604.
As to the source oflaw character ofthe discussed col-
lections of law, it may be establÍshed that in the case of a
"collectio decretorum" the same force was operative as
in the case of the collection of the national customary
law, the Trtpartttum. Vainly did the diets require the
compilation of the offÍcial collection of laws in üe form
of a corpus, the law-makers failed to perform it. Here,
too, the force of customs prevailed, and even the Corpus
Iurts HungarÍcÍ itself as an official code ori{inated in a
collection of law produced by private effort. It was cus-
tom that ultimately sanctioned and sustained this
corpus of law as a whole in the same way as in case in
the TrrpartÍtum. Having obtained authoritas publica
and ldes publtca in practice, Corpus lurts HungorÍct
assunred üe role of a collection of laws which with its
fuil text and authenticity expressed the wiil of the
law-maker and served as a means to execute the law. In
addition, the Corpus lurÍs, precisely by its nature out.
lined above, could instÍtutionally assume the law.sus.
taining role of customary law as well.
The íirst editions of this Corpus were fo]Iowed by fur.
ther ones (Vienna, i62B, Sárospatak' 1653). Its 1688
edition also included decrees issued in 1655 and 1659.
Edited by Márton Szentiványi, a new edition appeared in
1696, which, in fact, was the first to bear ofíiciaily the
name of Corpus lurts HungarÍcr. Following the pattern
of the Vienna edition, this also consisted of three parts.
The first included Werbóczy's Tripartitum, the second
contained the decrees arranged by Zakariás Mossóczi,
while the third consisted of decrees issued until 1649,
supplemented by acts adopted until 1697. In the mid-
18th century a new edition was brought out by János
Szegedi who divided the articles of the individual decree
into sections. The subsequent edition appeared in 1779,
this time in Buda. In the meantime, the Magister taver-
nicorum's rules of law (Ártrculi iurÍs touernicolÍs) as
well as Queen Maria Theresa's mÍIitary procedure of
1747 and the Praxrs CrimÍnolis of King Ferdinand III
had also been included Ín the Corpus ÍurÍs. on the eve of
the l9th century, Márton Györgl Kovachich and his son
attempted to amend and add the formerly missing laws
to tlre Corpus /urÍs
Transyluanian collectÍons oJ laws
The first official collection of laws on the territory of the
historical Hungary was compiled in Transylvania in the
17th century' The Prince of Transylvania, Gábor Bethlen
issued a procedure relating to the rules governing the
mode and order of administering justÍce' Having been
initiated by Prince Györgl Rákóczy I, the collection of
laws which took all the existing and available Transyl-
vanian articles into account was completed only under
the principality of Györgl Rákóczy. Its draft version was
discussed by the Gi'rrlafehérvarg Diet of 1653, then it
was published bearing the title of Approbatae Consti-
9 Gyulaíehérvár (now Alba Julia in Romania) was the seat of the princes of Transylvania' (Editor)
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tuÍÍones Regnt Transyluaniae et Partium Hungariael\
eidem annexarum. Broken down into five parts, these
Approbatae comprised church-law, polÍtical aw. the
rights of the estates and the "nations"rr as well as the
rules of administrative law.
In 1688, PrÍnce Mihály Apafi set up a committee con-
sisting of men proficient in law to compile the laws to be
supplemented to the Ápprobotae. The committee submit
ted the materia] which Ít had col]ected until then for dls.
cussion and approval by the Gyulafehérviár Diet of 1669.
This collection was then published under the title of
Compilatae Constituttones Regnt Trarsgluantae et Par-
tÍum Hungariae. Chronologically' the Compilatae can be
regarded as a continuation of the Approbatae.
Going beyond the method of chronologicai arrange-
ment, the editors of both works performed a certain selec-
tjon of content eiements: they omitted the obvÍously contra.
dictory Ítems and the ineffective rules; at the same time,
they tended to arrange them according to a certain system.
However, taken all this together, the editors of both the
Approbatae and the Compilatae could not make any novel
or original contribution to the contemporary law.
The last code of laws of Transylvania was the one en-
titled Árticuli Nouellae which covered laws adopted be.
tvteen ).744 and 1848. while the bulk of those issued
1669 and 1744 did not meet certain formal require-
ments, thus they were not consÍdered as legislative acts
and were omÍtted from the Artículí Nouellae, Later col.
lections were included in the Dtplomo, Leopoldina is-
sued by King Leopold I in 1691.
Priuileges
Priülege Ís a source characteristic of the mediaeval law,
Priülege was identical with the notion of freedom on the
one hand, on the other, Ít embodied the legal form in
which both the king and the higher nobility as well as
the high dignitaries of the Church exercised the right to
create rules.
In the age of ..patrÍmonial'' or ..personal'' kingship,
the ruler as the owner of power and of the overwhelming
part of the country founded churches, dioceses, monas-
teries and endowed them with assets, on the other hand,
he also granted estates and privileges to laymen, foreign
settlers, communities regÍons or to a whole ethnic
group. The king, in turn, regulated their obligations, and
issued diplomas, that is, privileges as a guaranty of the
related measures he had taken.
Prior to 1848, there was a great variety of privileges.
Most important among them were: letters patent of no-
bility and those granting armorial bearings, patents of
investment with the rights of a son, land-grants, those of
investment with the rights oí holding country.wide or
rveekly niarkets, or rights oí running ferries, of imposing
duties, or those granting tus glodir, or exemption from
paying duties or the Trentiéme12, and many other privi.
leges conferred to regions, towns, and to bodies, secular
or ecclesiastical. PrÍvileges were divided into general and
special ones. While the former (prtuilegium generale)
was granted by the king to certain groups of individuals
or to bodies, the latter (prtuilegtum spectale\ was due to
one certain indiuÍdual.
Among the vaiidity requirements of a privilege were
that a) it should be issued by the legally crowned king;
b) should not be in conflict with the effective laws or
with the rights of others; c) should be endorsed wiü the
great seai of the king; moreover, according to the old
Hungarian law; d) should be promulgated in one year
írom the date of the related document or should be im.
plemented by entering the deed of endowment into the
lau{ul possession of the priüie$ed, otherwise it should
cease to have effect. The promulgation could take place
either at the general assembly of the given county or at
the court of that county.
According to Werbóczy's tenet, it should be known of
the privÍleges that a privilege as lex spectolts (or príuata
or srngularis) is generally stronger than as a lex gene-
ralrs or a decretum. The latter - conveying a regulation
with an opposÍte content - could only degrade the valid.
ity of a privilege if it made an explicit mention of the for-
mer privilege, that is, it contained statutory provisions
concerning the repeal of the opposing privilege. In case
the contents of privileges granted to one and the same
community' but at dÍfferent times, would come into con.
flict with one another, those of the older one could only
lose force Íf the one issued later contained explicit provi
sions to that efíect.
r0 During the I6ü century, certain Hungarian counties and regions were attached to Transylvania' but in legal terms these
areas never belonged to Transylvania proper, though they were governed by the Transylvanian princes and were regarded as
separate parts of Hungary. Hence its name Partium Regni Hungariae. (Editor)
The term "nations" in this context refers to the three leading ethnical groups - or rather to their ruling strata - of
Transylvania in the age of feuda]ism, that is, to HungalÍans. Seklers and Saxons. (Editor)
A customs duty equal to one-thirtieth of the value of all imported and exported goods to be remitted to the Treasury on





Municipal corporations having adjudicative power of
their own might make rules in issues falling within their
jurisdiction and competence as established by the repre-
sentative body of their respective community. Rules of
this kind were called statutes. The only material requi-
site for their validi$ was that statutes hould not be in-
consistent with the acts and the national custom.
The legal basis for making such statutes was pro-
vided by the law{ul self-government. in the feudal age,
the source of the binding force of statutes originated ei-
ther in a royal privilege or in the ancient custom. The
purpose of a statute was to facilitate - without violating
the laws and acts - the regulation of certain conditions
and relations which could not be regulated uniformly
and with a national-wide scope of validity without inter-
fering with certain local customs, relations, socio-eco-
nomic or natural conditions. A statute was to regulate
issues of minor importance or those closely related to
local conditions. Thus a broader regulation of a great
variety of such minor issues, which mostly depended
on the actual local circumstances, on ephemeral
events, or on the particular conditions or interests of
the minor regions, would have required the endless
amendments, modifications and extensÍons of the re-
lated law.
The right to make statues grew in importance Ín pal.
allel with the development and strengthening of self-gov-
ernment' Apart írom the privileged territories such as
Transylvania and Croatia-Slavonia, the right to make
statutes was gradually extended first to towns in the
l4th-15th centuries, then to the counties and guilds
from the l6th century on.
Thus in the pre-1848 Hungarian law, rules made by
the counties, free districts and by the royal free towns
were essentially municipal statutes in nature. The same
holds true of the law-making of self-governmental corpo-
rations ranking higher than municipalities. This applies,
e.g. to those of the Seklers, Saxons and of the related
parts of the country. (The Hungarian and Transylvanian
municipal statues were collected and edited by Sándor
Kolosvári. Kelemen óvari; thls work. entÍtled Corpus
Statutorum Hungariae Municrpolium, was published
in four volumes in the late 1880s.)
Municipal statutes in generai might only apply to is-
sues íalling within the competence of the given munici.
pality. However there might also occur some issues of
national purport, wÍthin which certain details were regu-
lated through statutes.
AsÍde from the counties. the so-called associated
countries formed the most important fields of applica-
tion of statutes.
The associated countries - Croatia, Slavonia and Dal-
matia - had been occupied by force of arms and then de-
fended by Hungarian kings in the late l2th century. Later
these provinces were annexed to form part of the Hungar-
ian empire as members of the "Holy Crown", but within
this, they enjoyed a certain degree of independence with a
prot.incÍa1 organization of their own' In those countries a
particular kind of the development of law was going on as
they stood outside of both Hungary and the development
of Hungarian law. nken in a narrower sense.
By the late middle ages, in these provinces a joint
provincial diet had been developed (precisely from their
independent judicial organizations) which was convoked
by the bon (warder of the province or viceroy) or by the
king' This joint proüncial diet had regularly made rules
from the lSth century on, which, however, could be
termed as statutes, rather than laws, as they were never
properly sanctioned.
in the associated countries, it was the judicial power
which, going as far back as the age of the tribal or
gentilial society, developed the practice of empowering
every community to make rules for managing its own af-
fairs. The judging of individual cases slou.rly, almost un-
noticed grew into formal legal principles of general valid-
ity. This process resulted in a law and order that
underlay the Íssue of statutes, to which (as with the stat-
utes of the Hungarian counties) no royal assent was re-
quired in the feudal period. At the same time, the valid-
ity of acts and resolutions adopted by the Hungarian diet
was extended to cover the associated countries as well.
The so evolved mixed system of customary and statu-
tory laws was essentially not different - either in private
or penal iaw - from the Hungarian customary law. In his
Tripartitum, Werbőczy reíerred to only minor divergen.
cies in the "separate customary law of Slavonia" from
the Hungarian one. The agreement of these two legai sys-
tems was largely supported by the fact that the highest
forum of appeal was always the supreme Hungarian ju-
dicial body, although the associated countries had a sep-
arate judicial organization (coun{ and municipal
courts). In the associated countries in the middle ages,
the Ban's court constituted the highest instance of iudi
cature, against rvhich appeals might be placed only with
the royal curta. A separate Croatian court of appeai was
set up in the l8th century, against which one could
lodge appeal first with the Ban's court, and then wÍth the
supreme court of justice of Hungary.
Falling also outside of the general developnent of the
national law were the soecial statutorv iarvs of some
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smaller, closed field of law. The most eminent among
them were the statutes of the iazygian-Cumanian dis-
trict. An ethnic group kin to Hungarians, but of purely
Turkic origin, Cumanian along with the Iazygians of
Indo-European (more precisely. ]ndo.IranÍan) origin had
settled down in Hungary in the mid-13th century under
the reign of King Béla II. The king donated them landed
properties entailing nobles' rights, in exchange of which
they were bound to render military services. In the 15th
century, however, they were obligated to pay tax and do
other services, even so they always enjoyed a privileged
position: they had public organizations of their own, col-
iective nobility, right to eiect their priests freely, and also
enjoyed on their own territory minor royal proJÍts a
prendre (to hunt and fish, to run butchery and mÍll).
Although their administrative autonomy had a-lmost
completely ceased aJter 1526, they still managed to
maintain their special customary law for a long time.
This differed from the national customs mainly in re-
spect of laws on matrimonial property and inheritance.
A relatively long time had elapsed before their special
customary law was laid down in the form of statutes Ín
I75l, in 24 articles, whÍch then were confirmed by law.
The special rights of Iazygians and Cumanians rvere laid
down in statutory íorm once again in 1799, which, how.
ever, showed marked diííerences írom the national aw
in respect of the inheritance and real estate alienation
procedures.
From the l4th century on, the community (uni-
uersrtas) of 16 towns of the North Hungarian Szepes
(German: Zips) region also had special rights laid down
in similar statutes whlch, however, related only to the Io-
cal aífairs and comprised the related rules of procedure.
The same applies to the community of the so-called
Heyduck towns in the eastern part of Hungary which
also had similar special rights from the 17th century.
Rogal decrees
Rules of non-decree character originating from the legis-
lative activities of the executive branch of power, as well
as decrees issued by the major royal council, rather
than by the Diet, were also considered as decrees
throughout the feudal age.
If the Diet was not in session, or the ruling circles
wanted to by-pass it, the king took measures by decrees
in certain issues which, otherwlse, would require a
proper legislative process,
As to the validity and Iegal Source quality oí royal de.
crees (constÍtutÍones) arising from the king's executive
power, Werbőczy maintained: ..Nevertheless even the
sovereign should not issue decrees of his own free will
and without any limit, especialiy if those would concern
thirrgs conÍlicting with the diüne and human laws or vio.
lating the ancient freedom of the entÍre Hungarian na.
tion. He nay do so only if he convenes the nation and ask
its opinion about his proposed decrees to see whether it
likes or dislikes them. And if the nation gives an aífirma.
tive answer, the sovereign.s proposed decrees (provÍded
they would in no way violate the divine and natural law)
may be adopted as laws."
The original (Latin) text itself reflects a certain termi-
nological uncertainty. The boundaries between the no-
tions of the royal decrees (constrtutiones) and laws
(leges) still melt into one another, The mediaeval Hun-
garian conception of law - as it quite naturally appears
fron Werbóczy's work too - did not really know what to
do with the king's independent right to make rules and
decrees other than privileges without the involvement of
the estates.
The statements cited above from the Trtpartitum
were later strictly taken to mean that the king should
not govern by decrees or rescrÍpts. In reality, however,
this interpretation politicaily could not gain ground at
least in the 16th century (in fact, until the late lSth cen-
tury),
Nevertheless, a certain positive role may also be at-
tached to the royal decrees, even ií this way oígoverning
hurt the selí.esteem of the estates. To wit, considering
the role the royal decrees fulfilled in the development oí
Hungarian law over the 16th century, it may be estab-
lished in general that with the Hungarian crown ob-
tained by the Habsburgs, Hungary's legal life might have
drawn near the empire and its common legal system.
The Hungarian political resistance, however, made this
impossible. Exposed to the imperial interests in both
military and economic terms, the Hungarian estates
wanted to preserve their independence at least in the le-
gai iiíe, that is, in the fields of legislation and the judi'
ciary. Having failed to introduce innovations in the Hun-
garian legal practice by way of the legislation, the ruler
availed himself of his imperial rights to regulate the field
of public administration which fell within his own ple-
nitudo potestas. Accordingly, such decrees were issued
mainly in the fields oí mining law and military penal law,
but also in private law, which tended to adjust the Hun-
garian legal practice to the common imperial legal sys-
tem. Issuing such decrees was especially characteristic
oí the i8th century when royal decrees (patents, open
ordinances) regulated - among other things - the consti-
tution of Transylvania (Dí'ploma Leopoldina), the reli.
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gious affairs (Explanatio Leopoldlna, CarolÍna Reso-
lutÍo, then the edict of tolerance by Joseph II). as well as
problems involved in socage, the educational reform
(Rotto EducatÍonÍs) or just the judicature and the crimi-
nal procedure.
The royal will as an activity capable of creating a spe-
cial branch of law may be best exemplified bv the forma-
tion of the Croatian-Slavonian military border zone, a
historical area whÍch ad been developed over the centu-
ries of the anti-Turkish wars. The first part of the l6th
century saw the beginning of the organization of a mili-
tary administrative district under the kin$s direct su-
pervision along the borders of Styria and Slavonia, then,
in the late lTth century, on South-Hungarian territories
recovered írom the Turks. The territories of the three
major military headquarters were taken out of the juris-
diction of the feudal Hungarian (or, respectively, Cro-
atian and Slavonian) administration. Despite the fact
that - especially from the early lSth century - there had
been endeavours to restore civilÍan administration over
those territories, their separate standing remained until
as late as the mid-19th century. The soidiers of border-
guard regÍments were subject to a separate adjudicative
power, and in a certain sense - particularly in respect oí
property law - special rights applied to them. To sustain
the borderguard regiments, the military treasury pur-
chased immense lands to form its own private estates,
which areas were thus also taken out of the jurisdiction
of the newly restored county-based administration and
judicature.
Judtcial customs, judictal decÍstons
As has been seen, the practice of courts constituted one
of the outward forms of customary law, Specific deci-
sions or practice of courts of particular competence
might give rise to a custom in gÍven field, This might
well be inconsistent with the national practice , so that it
might form the basis of a special territorial aw prevail-
ing in the given field. Naturally - as has been pointed out
above - the entitlement for using this particular law, that
is, the autlrorization oí the local court to shape its ou'n
legal practÍce was normally granted by a privilege. To en-
sure security in law, this special legal practice was sub-
sequently laid down in writing, primariiy in statutes.
The early development of the judicial practice as a
source of law well illustrates the mutual permeability of
the individual sources of law, as weil as the difficulties of
demarcating or classi$ing of such sources.
Not so much in respect of the material legal princi-
ples as in connection with the formal requirements of
the written records and charters of courts and the chan-
cellery, a certain uniform national judicial practice had
been established Ín the age of the fupád dynasty to con.
tinue for several centuries to come. This uniíorm way of
editing documents was called stylus curialÍs' Though
certain formal requisites of documents had been defined
by law in the early modern age, but - as shown by
Werbőczy's Trtpartitum as well- courts (and bodies en.
trusted with public notarial functions) pursued their
clerical activities in reliance on centuries-old customs.
The nation.wíde spread and uniform|ty of Jormularia
(which will be discussed later in detaii) largely promoted
the prevalence of such customs.
From that time on, the principles of law implied in a
given court's decision were applied only in the subse-
quent practice of the decision-making court in later
cases, and those principles were accepted as precedents
only within the given court's own practice. To have such
decisions accepted at a national evel was made impossi-
ble by the lack of both the theoretical and the practical
(Ínfrastructurai) bases.
For want of uniform collections oí decisions, it was
not until the mid-l8th century that the law-forming
practice of courts, taken in a modern sense, which pro-
duced so great itrfluence on the deveiopment of prÍvate
law, could come into full display. Though previously,
too, it had been the task of judicial practice to bridge
over gaps and defects in law originating from the post-
Werbőczy deveiopment of private law (or rather from the
lack thereofl, yet a nationally uniform judicial practice
(going beyond the questÍons settled by Werbőczy) did not
really exist.
Serving the unificatÍon of judicial acts in the field of
private law was the collection of decisions made by the
tlo supreme courts, closed in 1769, bearing the title of
Pl.anum Tabulare. Pursuant to Queen Maria Theresa's
rescript dated 14 November 1768, a committee com-
posed of the judges of the Royal Curia collected the deci-
sions of principal significance (advisory judgements)
which the Curia had made ever since its reorganization
in 1723. Having revised by the Curia, the coliection was
confirmed by a royal decree by Maria Theresa. The de-
cree made the use of the collection compulsory for all
courts of justÍce. The collection's revision by the Curia
and its confirmation by the Queen served only as an au-
thentication, proving that what the committee collected
were really those decisions of the Curia, the most of
which had long been accepted by and applÍed in the judi-
cial practice. The Planum Tabulare included mainly
rules pertaining to private and procedural aw. For the
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most part, it contained the rights of nobles, and those of
the townspeople were almost melted into the former cat-
egory, while those of the serfs were almost completely
disregarded.
However, without questioning the significance of the
Planum Tabulare. reference must be made to the fact
that this law.developing activity oí courts becane úsible
not in the actiüties of the Curia in the first place. Legal
documents datÍng from the l8th century (only a small
fraction of which has so far been scrutÍnized) show that
advocates also often made efforts to support their argu-
ments by the relevant provisions of the ius ciuÍle. on the
other hand, courts also accepted without further ado the
arguments which seemed reasonable to them on the
grounds of aequitas noturalÍs' It comes quite natural
that these endeavours came into conflict with the feudal
stand-point and ran against the barriers of the feudal so-
cial conditions, which could not be transgressed even by
the courts that often recoÉnized well the economic ne.
cessities.
Law-books, customary law collections
Outstanding among the Hungarian customary law collec-
tions is Istvan Werbőczy's Tripartitum which with its
mere existence produced a marked effect on the Hungar-
ian political thought, as well as on the development of
law and legal consciousness in the early modern age. Its
importance cannot be overestimated.
To synthesize the national law became an increas-
ingly urgent ask during the lSth and l6th centuries, be-
cause the judicial proceedings were stronglv impeded by
the fact that the litigants before the courts often referred
to quite divergent legal rules. Intending to improve this
situation, in his acts VI of 1498 and X of 1500, King
Madislas II provÍded that the country's customary law
should be syrthesized' The king charged István Wer.
bőczy with the task of synthesizing the country's laws,
acts, established and accepted customs and other legal
rules. In addition to statutory law and the legal prac-
tice.based customary law, Werbóczy's work also com.
prised the royal charters of privilege as well as the lega.l
material which the courts of national competence had
accumulated in their practice over time. The completed
work, entitled Tripartitum opus lurÍs Consuetudinarií,
Inclgti Regni Hungariae, was submitted for approval by
the Diet in 1514. The work was adopted by the Diet,
signed by the king, but its endorsement with royal seal
and promulgation failed to come about.
Werbóczy had his work printed privately in 15 l 7, then
distributed it among tie counties where the courts - for
ivant of other collection of legal rules - started using it in
practice. Thus the Trípartitum itself became part of the
Hungarian law in the same manner as customary law
proper. It was translated into Hungarian, first in an
abridged form, by Balázs Weres in 1565, its complete
trarislation was published by Gáspár HeltaÍ in Kolozsvár
in 1571. From 1628 on, it formed part of the Corpus
Iuris HungortcÍ as well. Considered as a source of law
more important and more frequently used in legal prac-
tice than the laws themselves, the Tripartitum was placed
in the foremost part of the Corpus. In the Principality of
Transylvania, several princes has confirmed the Tripar-
titum in their inaugural oaths, and in 1698, it was aiso
included in the main collection of Transylvanian laws
knorvn as Approbatae et CompíIatae Constituttones,
By its being uniform, easy to handle and readily
available, the Tripartttum soon surpassed and super-
seded every other source of customary law, and Íts rela.
tive brer'i$ made Ít highly popuiar'
Werbőcy.s task was to collect all that constituted cus.
tomary law in Hungary, and - according to his statement
- he managed to rvell-render the norms resulting from
centuries of development.
The immediate, external influence oí Roman law may
be íelt irr the scholarly treatment of the whole work. It
appears not only írom the system but also from the style
oí the work that the author tended to use the available
linguistic patterns oí the terminolory of Roman law so
much as the contemporary Latin usage in Hungarian law
permitted it. In Werbóczy's work, Roman law acts
mainly as a means of a scholarly precÍsion in formulat.
ing üe individual legal notions and definÍtions.
As concerns canon law, Werbóczy either studiously
refrained from treating the material of canon law, or es-
tablished that there were no differences between the sec-
ular and ecclesiastical rules (as, for instance, in the case
of impediments of marriage). But this is not to mean
that he did not know the canon law as his knowledge of
it was proved by his several statements concerning the
legal status of the Church. Werbóczy recognized the va.
lidity of canon law within its own sphere of competence,
and he also accepted the Papal jurisdiction.
Consisting of l6 headings, the Prologue in its nature
differs widely from the subsequent three parts. The au-
thor designed it to serve as a sort ofintroduction in legal
theory, It treats such subjects as justice, Iaw and its
kinds, act and its kinds, customary law and its requÍ.
sites, and íinally it SurVeyS the rules governing the be-
hayiour of the judge and the delivery ofjust sentences.
Researches conducted so far have oroved that certain
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passages of this introduction were largely consonant
with the corresponding texts of various laws, both secu-
lar and ecclesiastical.
The influence of foreign legal systems is perceptible
in Werbőczy's work. However, the real reason oí this is
not that he drew on foreÍgn sources (Roman and church)
when formulating certain items, it is so mainly because
the foreign legal systems themselves produced an unde-
niably marked eífect on that law which prevailed in
Werbőczy's life.
Essentially, the TrtpartÍtum sustaÍned the Hungarian
private law, and with this it preserved the achievements
of centurÍes of development, ensured its unity and its
further advance in a uniform manner, even at the time of
the country's disintegration, and often against he partic-
uiar politicd tendencies. Thus the unity of law, at least
in private law, existed at a time when the polÍtÍcal unity
seemed to have been lost.
Collated and jointly applied with the Íus commune,
the TrrportÍtum certainly met well the general demand
on written iaw ensuring Iegal security. It did not lag be-
hind the scientific level of that age. Apart from its origi-
nal objective, it contributed to the sustaining of constitu-
tionality and the independence of the Hungarian legai
system, and became part thereof.
Taken as a whole, the work is a synthesis of custom-
ary law as appiied in the judicature, and Ín this sense, it
is compatible with its title, while the laws sporadically
referred to in the volume account for only a fraction of
the whole work. Since the legal custom of the Hungarian
nobility was concerned with the private law in the íirst
place, most of the reviewed cases are related to issues
concerning personal rights, property, the legal status oí
family, inheritance and contracts of nobles. The judicial
procedure is dealt with in detail because it also served to
protect the rights of the nobiliq/. Political or state law
and penal law are covered rather poorly, however, the
few principles, which Werbóczy reÍers to, are Ímportant,
The iegal relations of townspeople and subjects are only
touched upon, though those of the former are much
more progressive (that is, are much more imbued with
Romanism - with the principles of Roman law) than the
customs of the nobles and this presupposes the exis-
tence of subsistence farming, while those of the latter re-
flect the socio-economic conditions of popular masses.
The reader of the work will rernaÍn almost uninformed
of these two fields' but will be acquaínted with all the
subtleties of the rights oí nob]es. It should be noted here
that by the term ..nobility'. Werbóczy meant the entire
HungarÍan ruling class, both secular and ecclesiastical.
Although the Tnpartitum had been repeatedly re-
ferred to as a decree (decretum) and been regarded as
customary law back in the early years of the l6th cen-
tury, formally it could never rose to the rank of an act
proper. In fact, it must have been the "party of mag-
nates" that shoved this legally appropriate, but poiiti-
cally dangerous work aside. Namely, as can be read
right at the beginning of the first part, its main thesis,
una eademque ltbertas, especially for magnates, prel-
ates and noblemen, Ímplies that all of these individua]s
(in contrast with the actual structure of society) enjoy
one and the same freedom, represent "the country" at
the Diet, and are all equal members of the state embod-
ied in the Holy Crown. Based on traditional elements,
Werbőczy,s ingular doctrine of the Holy Crownl3 was to
serve the same purpose: it wanted to furnish a historical
and theoretical foundation for this legally articulated
equality. Thus was it that Werbőczy, who at the time
held the office of the Chief Justice (PersonalÍs). faÍIed to
have this doctrine with its dangerous implications - for
the high nobÍlity - prornulgated as a law proper.
Attempts at codtJicatton
After the country had broken up into three parts, some
traces of the former legal life stili remained on territo-
ries which had come under the king's rule ("royal Hun-
garv"), and in a sense, the elaboration of private law
continued after Werbóczy's time too. Bttt this work es-
sentially did not íorm part of scholarly efforts, nor did
it become manifest hrough legislation, but if so, only
to a small extent.
In the royal Hungary, the legÍslatÍon did not make
anv remarkable contribution to private law. However,
apart írom the newer and newer editions of the Tri.
13 The doctrine oí the Holy Crown was a theory related to the noLion of the royal crown, the particular content of which changed
with the individual historical periods. Initially it had slmbolized the power of the patrimonial king, then it was extended to
cover the state power exercised by the barons (aristocracy' feudal overlords) more particularly theÍr adjudicative power they
exercised through the royal council on behalf on the Holy Croun. In the notion of the Holy Crown the country's territory and
other possessions were also Ímplied. In the discussed pe riod. |he whole nobility. both higher and lesser. was also inciuded to
íorm ,.the natÍon'' or the community of nobles as a whole. (This was resented bv the aristocrats, and it is on this account üat
they deemed Werbóczy.s work dangerous from their aspect.) Ultimately the doctrine meant that üe king and the estates are
equally members of the Holy Crown and are inseparable from each other. (Editor)
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partitum, there also appeared some endeavours to fill
up its gaps.
The contemporary public opinion, to uit, was not
fully satisfied with the Trtpartitum. Thus there were at-
tempts to bring it up to date and make up its defects.
During the 16th centurv. a series oí diets also expressed
their wish to this effect.
The Act XX of l54B pronounced that a ferv scholarly
men proficient in law should be selected to revise the
country's law, and to amend it so that rules opposing the
divine and natural laws might be omitted. The act also
ruled that the King, Ferdinand I, should submit the
work to the forthcoming Diet. This program, in fact, was
a universal codification plan because - in additlon to
laws - it also prescribed the revision of the entire system
oí customary law. CommissÍoned by the king, the com.
mittee was charged with the task to produce all rights,
laws, acts, legal rules, legal customs existing in Hungary
from the strongly scattered legal naterial, and then to
scrutinize their provenance, to select them, to leave out
of them all what was conflicting with the divine or natu-
ral law, and to include the rest in one volume. Thus the
producing of "unum uelut corpus" now implied the in-
clusÍon of additions, amendments and nerr, legal rules.
As an indication of its adherence to the past, the
committee regarded Werbóczy's work as a standard and
example to be followed in its work too, The king person-
ally kept track of the work, so that he could express his
wishes for certain changes both during the rvork and on
its completion. The king was mainly concerned with
three public-law problems: the first concerned the right
to elect king in the case of the vacancy of the throne; the
second was the problem oí the king.s accountablility
(right of resistance); the third concerned the possibility
to place the king-sponsored armed forces under the ju-
risdiction of nationai authorities.
The most serious problem was posed bv the right of
resistance where the king's lvill encountered strong op-
position on the part of the committee. The committee
members maintained that changing the order of succes-
sion, or waiving the right of resistance or recognizing the
king's free disposal oí the army would be tantamount to
breakÍng the ancient customs. The king repeatedly tried
to persuade the commlttee members to change their
mind' With all lrÍs efforts failed. the king requested
Chancellor Miklós oláh to present him a nrore pleasing
text. However, this version, which was called "dynastic
version" to distinguish it from the former, and which
would have better satisfied the king's dlniastic aspira-
tions and absolutist desires, became the centre of utterly
hot political debates and aniidst the long-protracted tac-
tical manoeuwes could not be put on the agenda of the
Diet while King Ferdinand I u'as alive. After his death,
lris son MaxÍmilian also faiied to have this version
adopted by the Diet which continued to put up a passive
resistance ( 1564).
All'alting the codification oí private and procedural
larv, the evervday legal life was not particularly affected
by the fact that the reíormed Trtpartttum had failed to
come across as an act. Customary law together with
practice could cope lvith the actual needs of everyday
life, and tlte Tripartitum could still provide an ade-
quate basis for all this (unless it was modified by statu-
tory laiv, though this was a rare occurrence). The same
applied to the Quadrtpartí'tum. at least as the judges of
higher courts were concerned, arnong whom the hand-
written copies of the latter were passed from hand to
hand, inherited and studied. These manuscripts were
continuousiy used in legal practice. and were also used
as one of the source materials for instruction by the
professors or the faculty oí law organized within the
university in 1667. It was first printed |n Zágráb as late
as  i798.
Commissioned in 1548, the above-mentioned com-
mittee K'as, of course, also well aware of the defects of
the TrrpartÍtum. In genera1, they blamed Werbóczy for
his treating certain items in a way different from what
rvould be required by "the divine and natural equity".
Thus they refer precisely to the same thing as the Diet,
which commissioned the committee, also thought o be
important to emphasize. The execution of the desired
corrections, however, were impeded by several serious
íactors, however, on Seeing this. the editors chose not to
inter|ere much with the old law. By the nature of theÍr
task, the editors also deemed it their duty to point to the
topics which rvere not dlscussed by the Tripartitum in
accordance with reality. While they maintained that dif-
ferences were particularlv conspicuous in passa$es deal-
ing \r'ith evidences and with the administration of oaths,
they íail to clarify them in detail.
The system and arrangenrent of the Tripartitum were
accepted by the editors after all, if only because it had
become deeply rooted in common knoivledge. They di-
vided their work (that is, the Quadripartitum) into four
parts. These presented the material in the same order as
the Trrpartitum did, but the íirst part of tlre Tripartitum
was divided into hvo ones by taking out personal aw to
be placed at the front of the work.
Analysing its content, lt can be established that the
Quadripartí'tum is nothÍn$ but a somervhat enlarged.
and not íully revised edition oí the TrÍpartrtum. and the
greater part of it literally agrees with the former, and in
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some cases presents its arguments in sonervhat more
detailed form.
The Quodrrpartitum íaithfully follows tire structural
system of the Tripartitum, and as few as 94 out of the
389 titles show some difference from the Trtpartttum,
Nor do the new items touch upon questions of primary
lmp0runce.
In Transylvania on its way towards independence, le-
gal life began its own law-making activity w'rth the Diet of
Segesvár in l540. The Prince and the estates lvould hold
a Diet every year, often making contradictory laws which
truly reflected and conformed to the intricate political
situation of Transylvania nd added to the insecurity of
law. Furthermore, the prince recognized the validity of
the older Hungarian sources of ]arv as wel]. In íact.
Werbőczy,s Trtpartitum had served from the outset as a
basic source of law for Transylvanian courts. much ear-
Iier than it became established in the royal Hungary,
However, little more than a few decades had elapsed af-
ter the independence when it became indispensable for
the Transylvanian judicial practice to settle the problern
of the country's casuistic, vague and contradictory larvs.
Considering the difíiculties so arising in the judicial
practice, it was not by chance that Prince Gábor Bethlen
issued a command to the effect that customary law
should be the first to be put in order. This rvas served bv
the SpecÍmen luridicí Processus, completed rrr 1619.
which was submÍtted by tlre prince to Diet of May l 6 19.
In the age of principality, the organizatÍon íadminis.
tering justice in Transyivania - due to the existence of
severai privileged groups of society - was much more in-
volved than in the roval Hungarv. On account of the mul-
tÍtude of problems, the unknown codificator of proce.
dural larv simply could not enlarge upon manv questlons
at ail. He could oniy collect very carefullv and rvith a
high selectivity that rules of the older Iaws rvhich had
proved necessary to be codified and norv seemed rele-
vant to the actual questions.
Despite its Íntrinsic t'alues. the Specimen Iurtdtct
Processus could not, from the outset, spare or substi-
tute for the work of collecting, selecting the larvs, and ul-
timately for the elaboration of a uniform code of laws.
By the order of prÍnce Györgv Rákóczi I' rvorks ott
such a code had begun lvith the collection of larvs, but
its completion was left to his soli, prince G-v"örgv Rákóczi
II, who, in turn, charged Chief Justice Györ$ Lázár ulLh
the task of "gathering the articles together" in spring
1652. Györgl Lfufu in joint with several judges of
county courts and treasury property directors as rvell as
with other Hungarian, Sekler and Sa,ron jurists suc-
ceeded to produce a systematically formulated draít to
t}re prince in t}re same year. Then this draít was submit-
ted by the prince to the Diet where the council of the
prince made some corrections. Finally the Diet adopted
it in March l653 and the prÍnce confirmed it with a ..let.
ter of approbation" (hence the term approbatio). Thus
the Approbatae ConstitutÍones RegnÍ Transyluantae t
Parttum Hungariae etdem Annexarum was not simply a
collection of laws, but the processing of larvs by a certain
svstem: decrees, decisions issued beiween 1540 and
1653 \t'ith their amendments and modi.íication were
grouped by subjects. Thus it is justiíiable to regard it as
a proper code of laivs. The first part covers the rights of
the churches, the second, the legal rules governing the
prince, the state and the state finances, the third treats
the legal status of the various estates. The fourth part
deals rvith the judiciai procedure (procedural law), and
the fifth comprises the so-called edicts rvhich contain
mainly rules pertaining to public administration.
Also dating from the 17th century, the other Tran-
sylvanian code known as Comprlatae Constitutiones
Regni Transgluaniae t Partium Hungartae processed
onl1, laws issued after the Approbatae, between 1653
and 1668, bv the sarne system. Thus it can be regarded
as a supplement o the Approbatae.
The Habsburg rule (from 1690 on) also maintained
the validity oí these codes, and recognized as special
rights those of the municipalities as well as the munici-
pal rights of the Saron nation.
Nouum Trtpartitum
After the Turks had been expelled in the early 18th cen-
tury, the Diet raised anel the problem of codifying the
Hungarial private lal. Set up by the Diet, a special com-
mittee conrmissioned Pál Prileszky, a lawyer, to revise the
larvs. B1, the assistance of his numerous clerks, Prileszlqr
did a quick rvork. His rvork, entitled Nouum Corpus lurts
Consuetudinarti Regni Hungartae, etc. was submitted to
the king in 1719. Prileszlqr's work cannot be deemed an
original one since the,Vouum Tripartitum essentially may
be reduced to such components as the fundamental con-
cepts of Roman law, several arvs included in the Corpus
lurÍs, tlre Tripartitum and obseruatÍones. The latter as a
matter of íact was a preliminary lvork, conrments on the
Trtpartttum, worded in the form of glosses, being, in fact,
the only original contribution. Apart from the latter, no
original contribution, no novel or fresh thought can be
found in the whole work. However, Prileszky did a good
svstematizing lvork, and u'ith t'ltis he gave evÍdence of his
profound knolvledge of the Hungarian legal system. But
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this compilation was shylv conservative in its approach,
though the general progress would have required the sep-
arate codification of the indiltdual bralches of lan'. To en-
large Werbóczv's work was an outdated and inrpractical
enterprise. This proposal could not come across at the
1723 Diet, though the want of a reform in both private
and procedural laws was strongly emphasized on that oc-
casion too. It was not until 1726 that this material was
considered again to be reíerred to the counties to report
on, but wiüout any palpable result. The Diet of 1728-
1729 was the last stage of the life of the Nouum Tripar-
tÍtum. when the creaüon of a new code rvas remot.ed írom
the agenda for good. This rvas also motivated by the pub-
lic feeling of deputies who had a strong penchant o up-
hold the old laws. Thus the nobility's careíully kept
Tripartitum remained, which despite of all its rdrtues rvas
200 years old at the time. Thus there remained the old
code of laws whlch "could only be transported by a
wagon,' and which the QuodrrportÍtum labelled a thorny
forest and others called it a tangled labyrinth full of con-
tradictions. So subsequently, the problem of codÍ|icatiort
did not vex the Hungarian larv-makers for a long trme.
At any rate, the frequent cÍtation of this rvork points
to the fact that the Nouum Tripartitum - which, other-
wise, had been thoroughly talked over in the counties -
necessarily produced a significant effect on deveiopment
of law in the íirst part of the l8th century' rvhich effect
was dimirrished oniy by the appearance oí the muclr
more detailed Plonum Tabulare.
TRANSMISSION OF NORMS
The primary task of law is to help solve certain rvell-de-
fined problems arising from the social order. The cir-
cumstances that be will confront tire people with unset-
tled problems which have to be solved. Law just as well
as social order is not granted and determined once and
íor all. Law as a norm system will develop along the line
of its "responses" to certain "challenges". These re-
sponses, in turn, will come from the intellectual creative
force of Man, from the - right or \lrong - judgement of
facts, as well as from the - right or wrong - recognition
of resolutions regarded as useíul or ideally necessary.
To put it somewhat more patheticallv: the jurist's task is
to find a soiution. Jurists may establish rules, new
norms. At the same time, because law is strongly at-
tached to a subject, they also have various possibilities,
though u'ithin certain bounds' to take oVeI sonle speciíic
solutions even from another legal culture,
This taking over of other legal material may extend to
entire legal systems, institutions or individual rules. It is
obr,ious that these legal cultures, rvhich are either co-ex-
isting or succeeding, n'ill have an e[fect on each other in
every field. The fact that one system has some effect on
the other is evident in and typical of the world of law as
lvell. Such efíects take several discernible forms.
First of all, there 1s the phenomenon of the derived
legal culture. This means that a posterior cultural pe-
riod takes over the law system of a previous one which
is deemed a nodel to be followed. This was the case
when in the heyday and the iate period of the middle
ages, several states on the European continent - through
the mediation of European universities - took Roman
law íor the basis of developÍng their own legal systems.
Belonging to this category is also the phenomenon when
a communiw (state) with a less developed legal system
partlv or ivholly copies the law and order as existing in
another state.
Apart from this. the phenomenon of taking over Ín-
dividual egal institution or singular legal rules can also
be obserl,ed. Thls tvas characteristic nlainlv oí nations
which maintained vigorous exchange relations with
each other. Thus, for example, the ltalian institutions
of maritime and commercial laws rvere widely spread
throughout Western and Central Europe in the earlv
modern age.
It comes qulte natural that in tlie historical investiga-
tions all these phenoniena could be frequently observed
from the beginning of the Hungarian developrnent of law.
Thus among the universal or particular legai systems
u,lrich bore influence on the development oí Hun$arian
larv, according to traditions, the effects of canon law, Ro-
man law (in its western and Byzantine forms) and the
Germanic legal systems can be studied. Historically, the
eífect of these components of the European legal life
could be felt, of course, with a various intensity over
time in Hungary. However, neÍther Roman law nor the
"modern" legal system of any other Europear country
was taken over in its totalilv in Hungary in the examined
period.
The close cooperation or partnership between the
Church and the Hungarian state resulted in a peaceful
coexistence of the church organizatlon and the secular
state apparatus, including the secular and canon laws,
and thus no tensions appeared at the points ofjunction,
The non-aggressive nature of canon law also ensured a
smooth cooperation. Canon law, to wit, did not aim to
bring pressure to bear on the rvhole domain of law.
Canon lal never and norvhere could attain as much as
Roman lalv could, namely that it could have pushed the
national aw into the background. On the contrary, it al-
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wavs held the given nation.s latv in respect. Ít could ev.
eryvhere get along with the local legal life, as a resuit, in
Hungary too, the particular development of canon iaw
could be experienced.
Canon law made clalm to influence for itself in such
fields where the secular power could only rvith minor
concessions give up its presence. Canon law made claim
to not more than to play a supplementan' role in such
fields as marri{e and family, or in a-ffairs concerning
the individuals. e.g. determlnation of age or the ties oí
aííinity' or in certain aspects oí law of inheritance, and
in the fleld of penal law: in procedures related to morals
and hones$ (forgery, false testinonv, etc.). In these
fields, canon law became part of the national aw. Its sta-
bility was also promoted bv the consolidation of the
ecclesÍastical judicature. The - then still primitive _ ec-
clesiastical judicature had become established simulta-
neously u'ith the foundation of the Hungarian state, then
its permanent organizatlonal framework also took shape
by the last decades of the l3th century in the form of the
ecclesiastical courts oí vicars. Canon law, then, was ap-
piied by courts emplo\,'lng means of coercion [interdic-
tion, excommunication), while the cognition of civil laiv
remained the private aífairs of a tinv $roup of scholars
of law. This is why the validity of canon lalv were by no
means doubted despite the forceful anti-church mea-
sures that had been apparently taken since the early
1Sth century. This solid judiciary system made lt possi-
ble that canon law managed to "retain its firm position"
at a time when in the Hungarian law there appeared and
pushed forward those secular jurisprudents ("practi-
cians") who tended to defend the bastions of national
law against he European iaw. Canon law tr.as oÍ Ronran
origin itself: Ecclesro utuit legem. Nevertheless, the high-
est values of Roman law, that is. the use of exact defini-
tions and terms, subtle distinctions, were misstng fron
the materÍal the Church had leít to the posterity.
A good part of Hungarian royal decrees were influ-
enced by canon law. It seems likelv that initially this rvas
made use ofby those judges. too, rvho acted on behalí of
the king before the royai assizes. Canon larv alwavs
played a distinguished role in improving the scientific
quality of legal liíe in Hungary.
Despite the fact that King Stephen the Saintra had de-
liberately followed western patterns in implementing his
state organizational nd larv-makirrg endeavours, the de-
velopment of the early Hungarian state and law was not
free of the direct effects ilhich were produced on it bv
the traditions oí the neighbouring Byzantine mpire' The
Roman-Byzantine principles - though ln
Field falling within the jurisdictlon of the Church
continued to dral on the teachings of commentators,
but the major part oí the domestic rules remained in-
tact, in íact, these rules became apparently consolidated
as a lasting legal svstem. The underlying reason for this
singular phenomenon was that this period saw the de-
velopment and strengthening oí the stratum of juris.
prudent intellectuais.
The practicians of law spent their energ/ on the elab-
oration of the Hungarial system of customary law in a
continuous trugle wlth the ecciesiastical judicature as
a "competitor". The permanently increasing effectiveness
of customary law, in relative terms, by the lSth century
(when the modernization of law by the help of Roman
larv was placed on the political agenda in Hungary too)
made customary law a solid, nation-wide legal system
that defied any attempt o take over a comprehensive ex-
ternal legal SVStem, although ius consuetudÍnoríum it.
selí included a good many of elements of the ancient Ro.
man law.
The thÍrd wave took place in conjunction with the
slveep of the ideas of tlre early humanÍsm and the ripe
humanism, and this also brought the curtailment of the
sphere of competence o[ canon law. Raising the Hungar-
ian law to a scientific level yielded good results espe-
cially in such fields as the constitutional theory, penal
law and procedural law. I{owever, the subsidiary validity
of civil laiv, exclusively in municipal law, was a develop-
ment of the period following 1526. As the rights of the
nobilltv had formed a uniíorm institutÍon, and had be.
conre ripe for codiíication by that time, its reception
brought at least the partial termination of this privileged
position. This, in turn, confronted the nobility as a
ri'hole with the cause of modernization. At the same
time, it is also undeniable that the common European
law. ius commune, had at the time a slgnificant share in
the components of the Hungarian law. Over and above
the Roman larv conveyed by the Church, Íus commune
included - in a simplified form in line rvith the contem-
porary demands - in the Justinian law processed by ju-
rists. commentators and gloss.writers as Ít was taken
over into the practice of the European countries. Its au-
thority ri'as certainly very high in Hungary as well. The
prurciples of this law as had been put into practice, to-
gether uith other iegal items which had been established
as local (nota bene nation-wide) customs as against the
14 King Stephen (Istvan) I of the fupád dlrrastv. (cca. 975-1038). founder of üre Hungarian State. (EdÍtor)
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former, constituted what rvas the Hungarian ius con-
suetudinartum.
In the age of the tripartite Hungary, the effect of Ro-
man law became stronger. One of the obvious channels
of this was the massive attendance of foreign universities
by Hungarian students. Haüng graduated from these
universities, these legal experts applied their knorvledge
to arranging formularies, to gi\4ng the reasons of sen-
tences, etc. The influence of the Austrian law can be re-
garded as another channel.
With all this considered, the Hungarian law could not
develop fully free of the Roman law-based tus commune
of Europe.
The effect the German, more precisely Germanlc
laws produced on Hungary directly comes from the Ger-
manic state model which the founders of the now Chris-
tian Hungarian state foilowed. Furthermore, it also came
from such factors as the important role of economic and
cultural contacts following also írom the countrv.s geo.
graphical situation, the Centrai-Europe-oriented xpan-
sionist program of the German foreign policy, the long
reign of the Habsburgs over Hungary. A further íactor at
the time of the first codification efforts was the require-
ment of building of an analogous institutional system iu
view of the similar level of social and economic develop-
ment.
Germanic laws appeared most explicitly in develop-
ing an institutional system for the early mediaeval Hun-
garian procedural aw, though - as has been seen - the
German origin of the Hungarlan civic population and
ciiil rights is also beyond doubt. To be taken into con-
sideration is also the íact tlrat the destinations of tlre
early modenr age peregrination were the German univer-
sities: universiq/-to$'ns of the German principalÍties
rvere the most favoured places of protestant Hungarian
students rvho desired for a good professional training. In
the age of the Usus Ivlodernus Pandectarum, the Roman
Iaw-screened locai legal institutions and principles of
these principalities were easily discernible in the knowl-
edge of those having attended German universities The
forceful effect oí the Austriarr (rnainly decree-oriented)
law-making was also of a rather great moment.
APPLICATIONS OF NORMS
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ADMINISTMTION
OF JUSTICE
Administration of justice constituted the most important
organs oí the state nrechanism in the period of the early
feudalism, and the developnrent oí feudal law mani.
fested itself in its judgements.
A characteristic of the feudal judicature, the separa-
tion of judicial organizations, namely that those belong-
ing to different estates and social groups standing out-
side the estates all fell under different jurisdiction, ivas
still not clearly marked in the early period. This separa-
tion developed in line with the consolidation of feudal-
ism. It was at the time that the separate judiciary organi-
zations, and in some respects even the separate laws, of
nobles, clergmen, townspeople and serfs were estab-
lished.
Organizationally, administration of justice in the
early period of feudalism was composed of ce ntral (roya1
or king-substituting lcuriall) courts, county or municipal
courts, manorial courts, and of the organization oí eccle.
siastical courts.
In that age, most important among the former was
the king's judicial activity. However, the ruler's many
otlier responsibilities increasingly prevented him from
being personally engaged in judicial acts.
The king's personal act of judging took place in the
royal high court ofjustice [curio). This court, however,
alivavs followed the king as he wandered round the
country, so this court was not fixed to a certain perma-
nent place. Owing to the king's healy engagements, his
judicial responsibilities were in most cases performed
on his behalí by the Palatine (nador) who, otherwise,
also performed judicial functions with an independent
jurisdiction over those living in the royal court.
The Palatine,s judÍcial activlty increasingly grew into
an independent function. The Golden Bull (1222) pro-
nounced that "the Palatine shall judge on every citizen of
our country without any distinction'.. This authority oí
the Palatine rvas coníirmed by the renewed Golden Bull
in 1231, according to which the Palatine may judge on
el'e11' citizen ri' ithont anv distinction. Here, however,
cases pertaining to ecclesiastical courts were excepted.
The Palatine exercised his judicial functions not only in
the royal court but it rvas extended to cover the lvhole
countrv from the 13th century on.
With the Palatine's independent judicial function in-
stituted, the function of deputizlng the king in matters
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Concerning judicature was períormed by the judge of the
court (seneschal) who thus also became a judicial digni-
tary of nation-rvide competence (judex curtae regtae).
This chiefjustice as the head of the court oí roval pres.
ence delivered his sentences on behalf oí the king lvith
the king's seal as if the king had judged.
The most important country court was the one formed
in the governorships of castles (comltafus, later called
county) where the comes comttatus (Lord-Lieutenant or
high-sheriff) exercised jurisdiction on the people oí the
proünce belongin$ to the royal castle. It seems probable
that the comes comÍtatus was helped with his tvork by
two royal judges ffudex regtrc) in each counw from as
early as the llth and 12th centuries. The counlv'court -
as the most important court oí nobles oí üre feudal period
- was developed towards the end of the early feudalism.
The municipal courts also appeared in the period of
early feudalism. As has been seen the first and most im-
portant entitlement of municipal privileges was the right
to elect judge freely. In the royal towns, the judge admin-
istered justice in the townsmen's legal contests. The
town magistrate (justice of the town) and the jurors exer-
cised their function in the council (senatus) of the given
town, which body became the most important municipal
corporatÍon i  the perÍod of early feudalism.
Initially, feudal overlords, both secular and ecclesias-
tical, obtained their right to judge on the people of tlieir
estates by royal priúleges. With the development of the
class of nobility, noblemen became also entitled to judge
on their serfs. Thus was Ít that the manorial court
(soke), sedes domÍnÍalrs as it tvas called, had taken
shape which in later centuries could also obtain the
ri$ht to pass death sentence (ius gladrÍ).
References to the exístence of ecclesiastical courts
can already be found in the law-books of King Stephen I.
Issues pertaining to religion and morals generally fell
under the competence of ecclesiastical courts from the
l lth century on. However, the early feudal law took
good care to prevent he Church from monopolizing the
judicature in property issues. In ecclesiastical lawsuits
other than the former, however, the ecclesiastical courts,
first of the court of the archdeacon' Ín major cases of the
court of the bishop or later that of the diocese, retained
their exclusive competence throughout the feudal period.
COURTS OF THE DE\TLOPED FEUDALISM
In the feudal Hungary of the late middle ages, the kinq
continued to administer justice personally on certain
highly privileged members of the class of big estate own-
ers or in affairs of outstanding importance (this was
called specÍolis praesentio regÍs). Since the number of
the privileged and jhat oí the merrtioned affairs had irr-
creased considerably, from the second half of the l4th
century (rvhen Louis I oí the Angevins reigned), it was no
longer the king himself who presided at the judicial
council, but his confÍdential man, the chancellor. Under
the reign of Slglsmund o[ Lurembur$' tlre reduction oí
the increased number of cases of infidelity and arbitrary
actiotl, that is, the containment of íeudal anarclry be.
came the primary task of the judiciary. In such cases the
royal judiciai council was again presided by the king in
person. This council was termed as forum of the royal
presence (personalis preasentia regis). The judicial re-
forms instituted by King MatthÍas I (Corvinus) in 1464
ceased the court of the royal presence, that is, adminis-
tration ofjustice by the chancellor, and reorganized the
former to be headed by the Personalis who issued its de-
cisions with the seal of the king. In the days of King
Matthias, the PersonalÍs as the king's corrfidentÍal man
was a royal hÍgh officialwho was to implement he king's
intentions in his judgements. To be found among his
cojudges were not only high priests and magnates, but
also members oí the lesser nobility, as well as four
jurisprudent men called protonotartus. The name of this
court led by the PersonalÍs had gradually changed since
the days of King Matthias into royal court of appeal (ta-
bula regi.a judictaria). Leaders of the curial courts - the
Pa.latine. the seneschal (as chieí justice), the chancellor.
the Personalis - rvere called the ordinary judges of the
country (-1udÍces regni' ordinarÍt) or grand judges, be.
cause any lawsuit could be commenced before them, be-
ing judges deputizing the king. The Itrlagister tauer-
nicorum did not belong to the former group because he
only judged on appeals against the decisions of the
courts of the royal free towns (tavernicalis towns as ex-
plained in the first chapter). Legal contests ofnobles did
not come under his jurisdiction.
Grand judges held their council meetings at the royal
high court oí justice, the curio; the further membership
of the council was casually composed of aristocrats and
hlgh priests who just happened to be present. Therefore,
the jurisdiction of the grand judges rvas not sharply sep-
arated, and so, by a royal order, any case could easily be
remitted from one high court to another as it often hap-
pened' The function oí the cojudges WaS to infornt the
presiding grand judge, rvho ultimately made a one-per-
son decision, on the related customs.
It was to serve the centralizing endeavours of King
Matthias in the 1480s that former university graduates
specializing in Roman or canon law were also involved
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Ín tlre judicial rvork of curial court. Had the endeavours
of King Matthias met with success, the legal practice of
the curia with these professÍonals could have prol.ided a
sound basis for the development of a modern Hungarian
customary law. At any rate, it was from that tinte on that
those members of the curio who held leading positions
could be deemed professional judge s rather than normal
royal officials.
With the nobiliary counties developed in the countrv,
the country assize (7udicí,um generale) also started its
judiciary actiüty in the secottd half oí the i3th century.
A country assize was held jointly by the nobles of several
counties, presided in most cases by Palatine under spe-
cial commission by the king, hence it was also terrned as
judíctum palattnale, The palatine assizes had formed
the most important judiciary forum of the nobiiÍty in the
countryside until the early lSth century, but these were
terminated under the reign oí King MatthÍas CorvÍnus.
Apart from the palatine assizes held with the partici-
pation of nobles of several counties, there also appeared
the separate assizes of the individual counties (procla-
mata congregatro) as early as the 14th century. These
particular county assizes were engaged - in addition to
or even instead of judging - in hearing eüdences by wtt.
ness for the curial courts. Otherwise, the counh'assizes
as county assemblies also deait with various other aí-
fairs of the given county.
The regular íorum of adnrinistering justice of the
self-governing county rvas the county court of justice
(sedes judrcarÍo) or sedria by its contracted Latln
name. Presided by the comes or by the utce-comes
(Deputy Lord-Lieutenant) and composed of by the dis-
trict administrators (sheriff) and jurors elected írom
among the wealthier members of the local nobility, the
sedrÍa judged on the county.s nobie and non.noble in.
habitants. As a court of first instance, the sedrta dealt -
among others - with minor arbitrary actions and also
with civil actions, provided the related value would not
exceed 100 gold forÍnts. as second instance it gave
judgement on appeals against the judgements of mano-
rial courts.
Some lords were granted permission by the king as
early as the 13th century to administer justice on those
living on their estates. The l4th centurv saw the general
acceptance of the legal principle that lords were entitled
to judge on their serfs as well as on the landless famil-
iars (/amÍliares) in any kind of cases, except tirose en.
tailing capital punishment, that is, such "public delict"
as larceny, robbery, alsol], rape, etc. which íell within
the competence of the sedria. Ií, horvever, the ]ord had
been accorded tus gladÍÍ by the king, he was entltled to
pass death sentence on such public eúl.doers. The ma-
norial court ll,as presided by the lord in person (hence
its historical Hungarian name úriszék - .the noblemen's
seat.). His cojrrdges were - depending on the status oÍ
the iitigating parties rvithin the feudal society - noble-
men.JomilÍares and serís. on behaif of the county, one
of the mentioned istrict administrators and jurors were
normally aiso present in the capacitv of "authentic wif
ness" (testimontum Iegale), ivho at the following session
of sedria were to report on the proceedings of that
court. In addition to corporeal punishment, he mano-
rial court also sentenced the serfs to serious fines. The
amounts resulting from fines very significantly added to
tlte income of the lord. In the íorm of a privilege, the
lord conferred part of his judiciary power upon the vil-
lages where the headman of the vÍllage (uÍlltcus) and the
jurors constituted the judiciary.
In the free royal and mining towrrs - on the basis of a
royal privilege- the municipal council, that is, the judge
oí the town $udex\ and l2 jurors furatÍ ciues) were re-
sponsible íor judicature, and were also exercising the
ius gladtt. The sphere of competence of the municipal
court covered all actions instituted against he cÍtizens of
that town, ald no action against the citizens could nor-
maily be entered rvith other judicial forums.
Members of the Magister tavernicorum's court (sedes
tauerntcalis) came in increasing number from among
the torvnspeople, from among the urban representatives
During the so-called Hunyadi period (the age of King
Matthias Corvinus a.k.a Hunyadi and his family), the
Magister tavernlcorum's court, which followed the law-
book of the town of Buda, became the court of appeal of
seven, and then ei$ht royal free towns (Buda, Bártfa,
Eperjes, Kassa, Nagrszombat, Pozsony, Sopron and
Pest). Substantive and procedural laws established by
the Maglster tavernicorum's courts were arran$ed into
the collection oí treasury laws.
The rest oí the royal free towns, rvhich did not use the
Buda law-book and did not belong to the group of the
tavernical towns, were granted a right by the king to lodge
their appeals immediately with the Personahs. These
towns formed the group of tlre PersonalÍs.s towns (Esz.
tergom, Székesfehérvár, Lőcse, then Debrecen, Szeged,
etc.). The PersonalÍs.s court (sedes personalitío) consti.
tuted their sepa.rate high courts, where the Personalis and
a five-member council administered justice - these coun-
cil members were judges of the curial court, that is, of the
king's court of appeal, also presided by the PersonalÍs
(thus they were not the deputies of the towns).
Forming a separate group of towns were the mining
towns in Upper and Lower Hungary, which also devel-
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oped their own courts of appeal where the deputies oí
those towns were in charge of judicial acts.
Appeals against the decisions of courts of certain
towns might be lodged (mainlv during the 14th century)
with the court oí another town' Namely, it was custom-
ary practice that the newly priüieged towns applied to
the king form granting them the rights or privlleges of an
older, significant ou'ri. Thus was it that the West-Euro-
pean model of municipal law-families became estab-
lished in Hungary too. Appeals against the decision of
the courts of such affiliated torvns could be lodged not
necessarily with the king. but rvith those oí the parent
towns as well,
The organization and forum-system of various eccle-
siastical courts (called sccra sedes) such as those of
bishops, arch-bishops, the PrÍmate, and the Papal Cu-
na in Rome as the highest instance persisted in this
period too. (Cases of minor importance, however, came
under the jurisdiction of the archdeacon's court.) In
parallel with a marked decrease in the Papal power
(schisms, synodical movements), horvever, the very
broad scope of competence of those ecclesiastical
courts were increasingly curtailed by the Hungarian
kings, especially by King Matthias, by legislative means,
thus withdrarving the right of making judicial decision
in most of the cases, along with the related Ímmense in.
corres, from both the domestic high clergr and the
Pope. (This process will be discussed in detail below.)
Finally, after a century-long strugle, what remained
within the competence of ecclesiasticai courts were -
apart from the church affairs taken in a strict sense -
such cases as the iil-treatment of clergimen and issues
concerning the íormal validity of testaments and mar.
riages, one of King Sigismund's ordinances to the effect
that the acceptance and execution of summons and let-
ters of sentence, respectivelv, coming from the Papal
courts, should be subject to royal permission, now
aimed to bring - at least partly - the judicial acts of the
Church under his control. On top of all, the highest fo-
rum of the ecclesiastical judicature was not even in the
country. but abroad, in Rome.
JUDICTAL ORGANIZATION IN THE EARLY
MODERN AGE
Though the fundamental prÍnciples of the judicial orga.
nization as had been formulated and laid dou,n by 1526
persisted. the central judicature was almost completely
discontinued throughout he iTth centurv, This situa-
tion led partly to an increase in the powers of county
courts, partly to the development of the system of itiner-
ant assizes held by the prothonotary.
Thus the Hungarian judicial organization presented
rather a blurred picture throughout he 16th and lTth
centuries. There was an extremely big coníusion about
the spheres of competence, the judicial terms, as well as
about the composition of tribunals for several decades.
The high courts of justice were working in a defective
fashion, íor which mainly such factors were responsible
as the endless wars, uprisings, diets, during the ses-
sions of which judicature was in principle suspended, or
the frequent vacancies of the throne when the office of
every grand judge was suspended (in such cases the Pal-
atine, the Vice-Palatine and the palatine prothonotary
were exceptions to the rule). Adding to all this was also
the strong pencirant oí judges to irresponsÍbility and
comíort.
Obsolete as it was, procedural iaw was also responsi-
ble for this difficult situation of the judicature. Though
some drawbacks of the practÍce which had distorted the
procedural rules included in the Trtpartitum, or the fre-
quent opportunities for marking time and the losses the
substantial justice had suffered by the trickeries of
canny advocates had been identified by the contempo-
raries, it was not until 1723 or rather 1729 that these
defects were remedied.
Reíorm proposals aitned at the country's restoration
had also been concerned with the reform ofjurisdiction
ever since the late lTth century. Proposds by the Pala-
tine Pál Esterházy and the Einríchtungsuerk (1688)
hallmarked by the name of Pál Kollonich, fuchbishop of
Esztergom, and other proposals paid particular atten-
tion to reforms to be carried through in the judicial or-
ganization as weil as in procedural and private law.
At the 1712 Diet a so.called Sgstema lurÍdÍcum was
rvorked out in two versions. Finally, under Act )fiIV of
l7l5 a committee, Systematico CommissÍo as it was
called, was set up with the task of revising both the laws
and the tvhole judÍcíal system. The overall amendment
of laws was exlended mainly to the judicature-related
private, penal and procedural laws, as well as to the
principles of public law, that is, to all that had been in-
cluded in the Tnpartifum in general. The committee
thought o improve the works of courts by replacing the
prothonotarÍal courts with permanent courts of justice.
Most important among the courts formed after 1526
was the Royal Curia as the highest judicial instance
rvhich, in fact, consisted of hvo high courts: the so-called
septemr'irate court of appeal and the royal hÍgh court of
j uStÍCe'
As successor of the old palatine court, the septem-
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virate court of appeal (Tabula septemutrahs) was virtu-
ally the court of the Palatine. which held its session un-
der his chairmanship and with 3 magnates and 3 high
priests as its members made its judicial declsions. Un-
der the judicial reform introduced in 1723, the number
of its member was raised to 21. and from this time on
its membership also Íncluded the representatives of the
landed gentry.
The other high court was that of the king (Tabula
regis judicarra), whÍch in the late years of feudalism
consisted of as much as 26 members (a mixed body with
high priests, magnates and lesser nobles as lay-judges).
The royal high court ofjustice as first instance judged in
cases of infidelity (hÍgh treason), lese-najesty, as well as
Ín certain juris trials'. when the ri$ht to a certain
real-estate had to be proven on the basis of old privi-
leges. Against the decisions of the royal high court made
in its capacity of first instance appeals could be lodged
with the septemvirate court. The royal high court acted
as second instance in cases where an inferior court as
first instance had made a decision. From l78l on, in
grievous cases of criminal acts, appeals against he deci-
sions of not only the county courts, but also of the
courts of royal free towns and the manorial courts could
be lodged directly with the royal high court (Act )0III oí
1791). Acting as central courts in this period rvere also
those of the PersonolÍs a-nd the Magister tavernicorum
which constituted the superior courts of the urban bour-
geoisie. In principle, the court of the latter held its ses-
sion once a year, but the rule was not adhered to in this
case either. Against the verdict of the Magister taverni-
corum'S court one might appeal to that oí the Peronalrs
(until 1619). The practice oí appeai rvas discontinued
between 1619 and 1733. As a result of a long dispute,
from 1746, one might appeal from the Magister taver-
nicorum's court to the royal high court, and from 1807,
directly to üe septemürate court of appeal.
The court of the Personalrs acted only as a court of
appeal. At second instalce it dealt with the affairs of the
PersonalÍs's towns, whÍle at third instance (until l6l9) it
gave judgement on the appeals of those towns. In such
cases the PersonalÍs exercised the adjudicative power of
the king who in the üerv oí feudal latv was the landlord
(owner) of the towns.
The 1723 judicial reform organized the district
courts of justice as permanent courts (in Naglszombat,
KcÍszeg, Eperjes and Debrecen)' Such a court of appeal
consisted of a chairman and of 5 to 6 ordinary and sev-
eral extraordinary lay-judges. District courts were al-
ways engaged in proceedings of first instance, trials in-
volving values exceeding the amount of 100 gold forints.
Trials with values under 100 gold forints came under
the jurisdiction of the county sedria.
In respect of the legal contests among the noble-
men, the nrost wide-spread judiciary was the county
court ofjustice also known as sedría. Prior to the 17th
century every noblemen might appear and participate
irr the sedrÍa' however, Act }fiIV of l6l3 pronounced
that apart fron the ordinary and extraordinary jurors,
none of the nobles present should have a say in the ju-
dicial acts. At the sedrio separate sections were active
in civil and criminal proceedings as early as the first
half of the lTth century. The penal sedrta was de-
tached from the uniform judicial organization in 1613,
without, horvever, the full separation of their respective
scope of authority.
Aíter 1526, mainly during the period of the Turkish
occupation, legal activities of higher courts tvere sus-
pended, therefore the countv courts of justice were -
sometimes almost exclusivelv - responsible for adminis-
tering justice in all cases. In Íssues concerning the no-
bles, the sedrio as a rule acted as first instance. while in
the cases of serís. if appealable. as second instalce. The
civil sedria administered justice only in important cases
oí citlzens. Falling wÍthin the competence of the penal
sedria were all public delicts (delÍcta publÍco) other
than Infidelitv and lese-majesty.
Municipal councils (senaÍus. magÍstratus) continued
to judge in the cases of the citizens of the royal free
towns. In the organization and jurisdiction of the latter
no change took place even after 1526.
Cases of serfs were judged at first instance by the
]readman oí the village (uÍllÍcus), or by an officia] of the
lord or the manorial court. The village headman's com-
petence extended to only cases of slight importance,
whiie in also minor, but civil actions emerging on larger
estates justice was administered by the lord's officials
(oÍfrctales), or nranorial court' The first half of the l9th
century sal the development of this type of judicature
on larger estates, and so the manorial court was oniy
convoked in civil actions of major importance.
In addition to the manorial officials, representatives
of the county authority and the invited neighbouring
lords also participated in the manoria.l court. Serfs had
also been regularly present as lay-judges at the sessions
of the manorial court as late as lTth century, but this
participation gradually ceased over the 18th century. Act
X of 1836 put an end to the abuse of manorial courts
that lords might make decisions on their own cases.
Manorial court also acted as a forum of appeal
against judicÍal decisions by the village headmen, sma].
ler estates, councils oí market.towns or bV the courts of
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manorial officialsls. In cases of serfs of the lesser landed
gentry that did not hold manorial court, the village head-
men, or in major penal cases the counW court (sedria)
administered justice.
ORGANS OF PUBLIC AUTHENTICITY
At the time of early feuda.lism, in addition to various judi-
cial forums, an auxiliary to the judiciary, the bailiff
fpristaldus) a]so acted as an authentic person. A bailiff
had a double duty: first he acted as an emissary of a
judge (king' PalatÍne, judge of the court, comes) to deliver
summons, to arrange a lÍvery of seizin or a beating the
bounds, and so forth; second, on request by private per-
sons, to act as "authentic rvitness" in their legal affairs
(purchase, donation. delivery of testament and the like).
The bailiffreceived a certain defined fee for his services.
It should be noted: whereas the I lth and l2th centu-
ries were still characterized by a very limited spread of
lÍteracy, the issue of a royal diploma or charter was vir.
tually the only possÍbility in that age of confirming a le.
gal or other transaction in written form. The common
use of written documents in Hungary was glven a new
impetus under the reign of King Béla III, because alleg.
edly it was he who introduced the practice of submitting
written petitions to the royal court as a nerv develop-
ment' The authority oí the authentic seals also rvorked
out in the legal life. Over and above the royal chancellery
and cuno, some ecclesiastical institutions, the so-called
"authentic places" (loca authettca et credibrlio) also
possessed such seals.
The increasin$ly important role oí ecciesiastical insti-
tutions at the time could be attributed to the íact that the
institution of the prÍstaldus cou1d no longer meet the re.
quirements of public authenticity as the parties paid for
the bailiffs serüces and might provide good opportuni.
ties for abuses. Act XX of l23l ruled that to an eyi-
dence furnished by a pristaldus, an affirmative vidence
by a bishop or a chapter or by a convent o the same ef-
fect should also be required.
In the l3th century, chapters and conventions in-
creasingly developed into institutions of public authen-
ticity. These authentic places were involved in judicial
acts and in other transactions, of which they issued au-
thentic documents. Issued bv clerics and monks, these
written documents followed the secular customary law
in both form and content. The authentic places also de-
veloped a practice of producing written documents
rihlch bore the marks of a strong chancellery influence
and rvhich - partlcularly in the field of contract law -
rvas not devoid of the effects of Roman law either. Not-
rvithstanding, it might rather be classed into the sphere
oí customarv law.
From the i4th century on the authentic places took
ever deeper roots. First the grand judges, then the king
and kings tended to refer those applying for diplomas or
other written documents to these organs of authenticity.
Minor convents, however, could not enjoy such a high
prestige as supposedly these mav have been more easily
lnfluenced by power or money.
Forced out by the nobilitv, the decree of 1351 prohib-
ited minor convents íron issuing documents on the
alienation of properties, depriving them also oí their
seal's authenticity. The king requested all authentic
places of the country to produce their seals at the Buda
court in 1353. then, aíter an examination, the seals were
not returned to some of the authentic place. With this
measure, the king definitely determined the circle of ac-
cepted authentic placed and stren$hened the royal con-
trol over them. All this, along rvith the introduction of
the use of formularies developed by the royal curia in
the authentic places, ensured the continuity of these in-
stitutÍons up to the days oí the Turkish rule'
In Werbőczy's view too, documents issued by the au.
thorized chapters and convents were of an unlimited au-
thenticity. Secular courts considered such documents as
a stron$er evidence than oral evidence by witness.
However, the dominant position of authentic places
produced important eífects otl the development of liter.
acv in private law as well as on judicial proceedings as a
cons€quence. Namely, it can be attributed to the institu.
tion of authentic places that Roman law - through the
mediation of canon iarv - íailed to have such a great Ín-
fluence on law in Hungary as in other places in Europe,
on account hat authentic places resisted the Ínfluence of
canon lalv. Curious as it may seem - since these places
were of an ecclesiastical character after all - the fact is
that these became the keepers o[ customary law in Hun-
gary. Howe\,er, the appearance of notaries public in
Hungary was impeded by the system of authentic places.
It tt'as only rvith difficulties that the institution oí notary
l5 In addition to their basic economlc and administrative duties, these officials rvere also invested with judÍcial functions within
a large feudal estate (demesne). They were also called conles curialis or pro\.isor. Here the term comes curialis relates to only
a certain demesne, and is not to be coníused with the office of the iudpe of the court (seneschal)' the holder of which was a
roya.l official. (Editor)
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public, mediated through papal legates, could gain
ground in Hungary. The fact is that the papal or irnperiai
notaries public couid only limitedly contribute to the
spread of the notions of the Roman-based canon law.
The institution oí notary public existed in connection
with forums of canon larv and rvÍth the courts of vicars.
and only with a limited influence until the l6th century'.
But this had only a slight influence on Hungarian legal
practrce.
Organizations of public authenticity developed in the
middle ages could only rvith difficulties continue their
activities after 1526. Most of the chapter and convents
were forced to abandon their seats, having been disabled
to perform theÍr regular functions either. With the ad.
vance of Protestantism' the relígious autocracy of the
Catholic Church was also shaken, and this also had a
political effect.
After 1526, besides the authentic places, the practice
of arrangÍng important propert'v law-related lega1 acts
before the county authorities also gained ground. The
counties entered these iegal acts onto the record of the
county, and in controversial questions the counties is-
sued just as authentic documents as those of the ecclesi-
astic authentic piaces. Tlie royal free tou.ns, in turn,
simply required the bring property law transactions be-
fore their authorities, so that the cases might be entered
into the municipal records. These circumstances iess-
ened the Signiíicance of the ecclesiastical authentic
places, though by the time the king and/or the Diet
wouid have restored the old authentic piaces aíter the
expulsion of the Turks, they had been in a process of
degradation.
MAIN C}IARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPMENT
OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
The traits of feudal law were also discernible in proce-
dural law, perhaps even more sharply then in the field of
substantÍve law to be discussed later. obviously, equal.
ity before the law and uniform legal proceedings were
completely out of the question in the age oí íeudalism. In
accordance with social distinctions of feudalism. there
were also noticeabie differences between the individual
legal proceedings. Legai contests of nobles, clergmen,
townspeople and serfs were generally judged on by dif-
ferent ypes of courts and according to different rules of
procedures.
Particularism was characteristic ofthe procedural law
as well. On the one hand, courts of different judicial types
and levels, curial courts, county sedri"ae, manorial courts
as rvell as courts of the urban bourgeoisie and the Church
all adopted rules of procedure which diííered from each
other in nany respects. On the other hand, if only be-
cause oí the absence of a uniform legal regulation, often
the local governments of the individual counties adopted
different practÍces ofjudÍcial proceedings on their respec.
tive territorv. Courts oí justice of the privileged istricts
also íollowed various kinds of procedural aw.
As regards judicial proceedings, a process conducted
Ín the age of the Arpád dynas$ could be compared with
the procedure of Gernranic lawsuits oí the Carolingian
age. which in the BavarÍan and Saxon regions was still
extant as late as the 12th century. The process itself was
open and oral in nature, sholing a real contest between
tlre litigating parties (lÍtígium, dueltum)' in the course of
which the judge was rather an observer of events, his
powers having been restricted to providing an opportu-
nity to one or the other party to produce evÍdence. The
process was rigid, subject to strict formalities. Charac-
teristic of it were the practice of summoning the parties
by the baillff and the important role of the pnstoldus,
who as an advocate, or more or less as a representative,
t'as played an active role in the process. Our knowledge
of the most important elements of this procedure was
acquired from an old Hungarian registry of trials known
as the VcÍrad Regestrum dating from the 13th century'
The Regestrum supplies a great deal of invaluable infor-
mation on processes and trials taking place in the late
period of the fupád dynasty.
With the development of socio-economic relations,
and with the expansion of the feudal large estates, which
largely coincided with the spread of literacy, more ad-
vanced íorms of procedure were also developed, particu.
larly under the reign oí the Angevins and the Hunyadi
House. The ori$ins of a netv, reformed law oí procedure
introduced under the Angevins can be traced back to
Franco-Norman customsl in these new rules, however,
some elements of the Byzantine-Sicilian procedural aw
were also present. Compared to the former Germanic
form, this procedure attained a higher professional level.
The strict formalism of the procedure had markedly
abated by that time. The process now aimed to clari$
the given case and to administer justice judicially. How-
ever, the ongoing processes were still essentialiy oral
and rvidely public at the prejudicial stage. Apart from
the spread of literacy, an important trait of a process
was the obllgation of furnishing evidence. The presenta-
tion of substantive vidence, in a form that could be de-
rived from the Norman larv (rnquÍsÍtio), played an im.
portant roie. The judge's role aiso changed considerable,
by his powers, he became the leader of a process. The
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king ensured the uniformitv of practice by the so-called
mandates, instructions, in fact, he would often influence,
in concreto, the legal proceedings. The formal patterns
of written documents (stylus curiae, curÍalis) were also
developed in such a central way, which markedly
shaped the substantive law as rvell. This new order re-
mained in effect until 1526. In the age of kings Louis I
and SÍgismund, records were kept regularly. and legal
remedies also piayed an important role. King Matthias
Corvinus reorganized the practice of inquisition, intro-
duced the brief summons of the parties, and augmented
the circle of legd remedies.
Since in the mediaeval Hungary an ecclesiastical judi-
cature, separated from and competing with its secular
counterpart, also existed, both the principles and terms
of ius commune got - more or less - into the Hungarian
customary law through the mediation of tire former.
From the early lSth century on, secular jurists also
made use of the procedural means, which had been ac-
cepted and employed by vicars, ecclesiastical judges, in
their strugles against feudal anarchy. Adopting the
practice of appeal, sentence in default (contumacy),
shortening the traditional ead-time of legal proceedings
could all contribute to the internal order of the state by
the assistance of the practising jurists. This also shows
that the ..practicians'' kept a rvatchíul eye on the steps
the Doctors had taken.
It should be noted here that essentially there ivas no
difference between the civil and criminai proceedings.
During the centuries following 1526, partly an in.
creasingly sharp difference was taking shape Ín legal
proceedings, depending on whether the cases of nobles
or non-nobles had to be judged on, partly civil and crim-
inal proceedings became more distinctly separated. Dif-
fering from civil actions in several respects. rules for
crimÍna] proceedings resulted mainly from the practice
county sedriae in connection with actions agalnst public
delinquents.
In both of the mentioned proceedings, two basic
types of processes (not counting the great variefy of
other types) worked out: the written and the oral pro-
cess. However, the privileged strata of society obstinatelir
insisted on their outdated privileges, and this factor lit-
erally stÍffened the procedural law which increasin$lv
lagged behind the socio-economic development anpvay.
Characteristic of both the civil and criminal proceedings,
if nobles were involved, was the long lead-tirne of pro-
ceedings, that is, the extremely long protraction of cases.
Taking certain concrete measures during a particular
case involved the increasÍng use of writing and rwitten
documents. In parallel with this, inthin the procedure it-
self, the oral, direct and public character of proceedings
gradually faded in this rnost important ype of processes
to vanlsh completely by lTth-18th centuries.
CML PROCEDURE
Civil and crimlnal actions had separated in the l6th cen-
tury, and some minor modifications were also made by
elaborating the details of certain institutions of proce-
dural law' Following from István Werbőczy's Triparti.
tum to a conslderable xtent, the principles of proce-
dural Iaw had been established by the early 1550s, and
remained essentially unchanged up to I848.
In view of such factors as the intrinsic nature of
cases, the speciai traits of the judicial organization the
want oí uniform rules for appealing and the status of the
litigating parties in the feudal socie$, several kinds of
civil lawsuits [ong, short, principal, collaterai, etc.) had
worked out by the period of late feudalism. As regards
the basic [pes of civil actions, it could be written or
oral. Simple oral actions rnight be dealt with by the
courts of district administrators, manorial courts, mar-
ket and village courts. Considering that a nobleman
cou]d insist on wrÍtten procedure even at the district ad.
ministrator's court, oral procedure must have been re-
strÍcted a]most exclusively to civil cases of ser|s. Thus
the general principal tipe of a civil action was one ar-
ranged in solemn, regular and written form when all for-
malities were strictly observed.
Providing many opportunities for adjournments, ob-
jections and legal remedies, the usually lengthy written
civil actions highlighted the role of advocates. The per-
sonal presence of the litigating parties was only an ex-
ceptional occurrence. The strictly observed, uniform
procedure did not really exist even as late as the final
period of feudalism, although certain stages of the civil
procedure were more separated than in the previous
period.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
In criminal actions, which had been characterized by the
prevalence of the principle of inquisition, proceedings
were Ínstituted ex olficio in the l6th century. Eyidences
necessary to the conliction of the defendant were gath-
ered by the court acting in the given case by hearing the
suspect, the witness, and also by house search, viewing
the premises or sites, requiring constats, and so forth.
The trial of a normal criminal case took place orally in a
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short form (summarie\ or in written íorm solemnly
kolemntterl.
The normal action was divided into two phases: a
preparatory or investigative phase and the phase of pro-
ceedings before the court. Casually, mostly only in the
written cases of nobles, the process of arraignment as an
intermediary phase might also occur.
Except certain cases (such as flagrant delict, lese-maj-
esty, counterfeiting, etc.), nobles and townsmen could not
be arrested, and such indiúduals could be at large during
the process until a grievously damning sentence has been
delivered. And what is more. no action or accusation
against a noblemal could be institutes without the autho-
rization of the county assembly. At the same time, any
suspected serf or urban plebeian could immediately be
arrested, interrogated and usually kept under restraints
during the whole process. Nobles, members of the urban
bourgeoÍsie and intellectuals could long not be put to the
torture, unless they were accused of lese-majes$ or
witchcraft. However, the German military authorities op-
erating in Hungary in the 16th and lTth centuries also
submitted nobles to the rack. The Proxts CrÍmlnolts in.
cluded detailed rules for the specific kinds of torture. It
was under the efíect of this that the method of torture be.
came increasingly spread. Vainly had Queen Maria The-
resa and King Joseph I restricted and prohibited, respec-
tively, the practice of torture, it remained in use until the
early 19th century.
When the investigation íounded the suspicion' the
court decided on instituting action against the suspect
and also on the form, ora] or written, the given crÍminal
action should take,
In addition to normal actions - like the judicid assem-
blies held by the Palatine or the comes by a royal com-
mand in the preúous period - there rvere a]so some more
speciÍic and unusua] forms of crinina] procedure' For in.
stance, on the ground of commorrly known íacts and in the
form of an oral action, the itinerant district administrator
wiü his co-judges condemned the captured crintina]s to
death and had them executed. Later. from the late lTth
cenhry on, sunmary courts would a.lso institute oral ac-
tions against criminals caught in the act or those resisting
the arrest, and passed judgement on them on the strength
of eüdences by witrress or of their own confesslons.
DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE LAW
In discussing the development of private law, we can rely
on a great variety of sources of knowiedge, a good part of
which have already been mentioned in context of the
sources oí law and of legal science. Despite the large
number of sources, a modern comprehensive work on
the development oí positive private law in Hungary is
still badly needed.
Private law-type institutions of the early feudalism in
Hungary (1Oth to 13th centuries) were in many respects
similar to the contemporary legal institutions of West-
Europe. This comes quite natural because of the simi
larity of the socio-economic systems and of the relatively
closed circle of possibilities to solve legal problems.
With their state íounded' Hungarians explicitly took over
the private law of the Roman-GermanÍc family of law,
adjusting those rules, of course, to their own demands
and to their own feature. The "ancient Hungarian" legal
institutions, which might well be regarded as singular
ones in some respects, gradually lost in importance with
the final settlement of the nation and with the building of
organizational structure of the Hungarian state. The le-
gal instltutions, rvhich the Hungarians had brought
along to their new homeland, have remained almost
cornpletely unknowrr to the posteriors as they were
never put down in writing owing to the comparatively
late spread of the general use of written records.
In accordance with the contemporaneous socio-eco-
nonrÍc and cultural conditions, the feudal institutions
of private law formed a particular, closed system. Al-
most all legal relations - from property rights, posses-
sion (seizirr) ri$hts or rights of disposal, to Ínheritance
or personal status - were related in one way or another
to landed estates. This also meant that the distinction
befween private and public law was much vaguer at
that time than in the early modern age or in the later
cenlunes.
To form a notion of the early private law-type institu-
tions of Hungarian law, reference should be made to the
following characteristics.
The first centuries of the Hungarian state constituted
the period of the dissolution of the gentilial society with
the parallel development of the feudal estates and a uni-
íorm system of serfdom. However, despite the marked
assimilation to the western material conditions in the
a{e of the Arpád dynas$, the tribal.gentilial organization
oí society, characteristic of the ancient equestrian.no.
madic peoples, still determined for a long time to come
the characteristics of the eariy Hungarian family law and
personal rights. Personal relations of the earliest period
were characterized by the unlimited power of the leading
male members of the gentilial 'Joint family" (gens) who
acted as family heads. Consisting of the male relations
descending from a common ancestor from the male line,
the oens defended its free members and determined the
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religious and legal life of the entire communilv. Though
the gentilial ties gradually lost in importance from the
lOth century, the existence of the gens as a legal com-
munity remained unquestionable. The position the indi-
vidual had occupied within the society as a decisive fac-
tor was replaced in the later centuries by the individual's
relation to the king. So it was the "distance" from the
king that determined - in many variations - the struc-
ture of the socie{ of the free who became hlghly differ-
entiated themselves by their financial standing. The in-
creasing separation of such groups as the high
notabilities and magnates belonging to the kin$s entou-
rage, warriors in the service of the king or of the gentes.
or the agricultural population which was gradually re-
duced to a state of servitude, showed signs of the disso-
lution of the gentilial structure under the reign of the
first kings. However, the gens as a phenomenon that de-
termined the institutions of the law oí property suc-
ceeded to retain its importance in the following centuries
too (e.g. in respect of bans on alienation).
In the gentilial socie$ goods were in common use,
only movables of lesser value might be in private use. It
was within the latter group of goods that the institution
of property first appeared. The permanent settling of
Hungarians, along with the related change in the way of
life and the increasingly irnportant wealth-creating role
of landed estate also markedly contributed to the devel-
opment of proprietary rights. With the gentilial ortaniza-
tion declined, goods in private use turned into ones in
private ownership, however, ivith the proviso that the as-
sets which had originallv been in a common gentilial
use, shou]d not be - in principle - íreely disposed oí'
Originating from the old principles of the gentiliai com-
munity, bans on the a]ienatÍon of immovables and on
the most important movables were in eífect hroughout
the age of feudalism. With the primary aim to ensure t)re
Church a freedom to acquire proper{ of its olm, the
royal power took a stand íor the right to dispose freely of
properties. Historlcally, the clash oí these two interests
resulted in a compromise: namely, in a specific legal dis-
tinction between the "ancient" and the "acquired" prop-
erties. This distlnction remained in use and determined
the Hungarian law of property until as late as the 19th
century.
Another Ímportant developmental trait of the earlv
law of property was that the distinction between "an-
cient'' demesne (patrtmonÍa), which a gens had origi.
naliy occupied and the fief (feudum), lands rvhich had
been held and then distributed as donations by the king,
vanished relatively earlv as the roval porver graduallv
strengthened, From the time of Hungary's first kÍng. St'
Stephen, dow'nwards, kings might also make provisions
concerning the ancient gentilial demesnes. The begin-
ning of the system oí royal donations a]so dates back to
St. Stephen's rule, rvhich ultimately resulted in a fusing
of these hvo types landed-estates, and this laid the foun-
dations both of the feudal larv of property and of that of
inherltance.
According to the ancient legal thought, to wit, inheri-
tance - within the gentilial property - had been a cove-
nant runnin{ completely with the land, the successor in-
herited the property not because of his being a
descendant of the former owner. but because he as a
member oí the gens had an equal right tn rem to have a
share in the common landed estate. Thus he did not in-
herit, but continued only "to share in" the estate. With
this pror'lso in effect, the institution of testament could
only nitir difficulties take root in Hungary. Testament
formed an exceptional legal institution in the age of the
Arpád dynasty, having beerr effective only in the case of
fiefs (even then subject to royal permission) or very
rarely ln the case of gentilial estates or seigniories (sub-
ject to permission by members of the given gens). It can
be dated írom the 13th century that a new view ap-
peared claiming that every estate had originally come
from the king. With this vierv, the seigniory as donated
estate became the decisive category of the laiv of prop-
er|v and the basis oí the increasingly uniíorn law of real
property.
As to the initial development of contract law, it may
rvell be proposed that the former view of the mere sec-
ondarv role of contracts in age oí the fupád dyrrasty be.
cause oí the underdeveloped state of economy, is no lon-
ger tenable. As proved by the contemporary records,
contract larv started as early as then playÍng a unifying
and uniforming role rvhich generally characterized this
branch of law in the other feudal societies. Demolishing
the feudal dividing rvalls, contract larv brought together
the various social strata that had gradualiy taken shape
in the feudal age (nobles, townspeople, serfs).
When lve search for sources of law dealing with con-
tract law among legislations dating frorn the age oí tlre
Arpád dynaslv, rve experience the same thing as in the
case of other branches of law: legislation did not extend
vet to cover private relations, legislation was virtualiy
narrowed donn to public-lal issues. If there ',vere still a
ferv. exceptÍonal legislatiorrs of this kÍrrd, those would
formulate only certain bans on purchases, especially on
certain trading transactions of merchants and on con-
tracts of sale concluded on markets. From the l2th cen-
tury on. the so-called consensual contract was the per-
manent form, that is, wheu the contract came about by
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the mutual agreement and will of the contracting parties.
Having been qualified as an important requisite even in
Roman law, the free will was brought up as an explicit
requirement in several contemporary documents. Con-
tracts concluded not by free rvill were deemed invalid.
Statement expressing the free will lfasslo) generallv had
to be made personally at an authentic place. In this con-
text. Ít should also be added that in certain cases the re.
spective consent of the king and the relatives rvas also
required. Hence it follorvs that entailment (Íus autti'cum)
and the system of royal donations put serious restric-
tÍons on the contents oí contracts.
INSTITUTiONS CHARACTDRiSTIC OF THE FEUDAL
PRIVATE LAW
From the l3th century on, important changes lvere tak-
ing place from the aspect ofboth the private and propri-
etary law. The gradual and centuries-long development
of the íeudal society, ieading to the successive appear.
ance of three relatively uniform, though strictly sepa-
rated social strata: nobilitv, tormsmen or urban bour-
geoisie, and the serfs, produced a formative efíect on
private law as well. At that time it was the institution of
Jamiliaritas in the first place which had a great efíect on
the transition of society as well as of law and order.
Havin$ taken service with the kÍng and feudal over-
lords, both secular and ecclesiastical, noblemen [ser-
uÍents' preadÍalÍsts and /amilrars) becante dependent
on their lords. In principle they served on a voluntary
basis, and in exchange for their serüce, their lords ac.
corded them protection, land and often provision too.
The so serüng nobles in princÍple njoyed equal liber-
ties with the non-serving ones, but this really held true
only of the public-law field. In private larv, however, their
freedoms were sÍ$nificantiy restricted.
However, social progress in the lSth centurv. and
particulariy the considerate policy of King Matthias to-
wards the nobililv, tended to confirm the nobles - both
those serving the high nobililv and the independent
lesser nobility - in their faith that they all belonged to a
common nation. Their obligations to their overlords
were increasingly forced into the background and took
on a private law character. In his Tnpartitrum, Wer-
bőczy failed even to mention this ..íamiliar.' relationship.
These three social groups came under the jurisdÍction of
quite different courts. Accordinglv, their respective sub-
stantive larv also took diíferent courses of developnrent.
Legal relations connected with the mutual relationship
between the nobles and the serfs were particularlv im-
bued rvith this feudal legal tradition. At the same time,
the existence of these diíferences in feudal Status groups
constituted a public law issue as weli, since the feudal
private lal rvas closeiv connected rvith public law. Thus
differences in politlcal rights were reflected by similar
differences in private law, particularly in proprietary
lalv, and wrthin this, in ruies governing inheritance.
Over and above the differences in feudal status
groups, other characteristics of the feudal law of prop-
ert'v included the entailment (Íus auÍtÍcum), the system
of royal donatiolis and the socage-based relationshÍp be-
tri,een the lord and the serf.
Dlfíerences in feudal Status groups were manifest in
the distinctions made behveen the respective proprietary
rights of nobles, towrispeople and the serfs. Whereas
serfs were not permitted to own real estate since 1514,
and tonn lvere coilectively regarded as noble individu-
als. the proprietary relations of the other two groups
were also imbued with some elements of the proprietary
rights oí nob]es.
Counted for nobiliary were those - íree - properties
tvhich were not burdened with corvées (bona nobtliarta,
bona etjurn possessionana), and which could be ac-
quired only by a nobleman. Entitled to possess with a
noblliary freedom were: the Holy Crown (that is, the
state), magnates, high priests, pÍous foundations, noble-
men and the roiral free towns.
Within the group of "nobiliary properties", special
rules governed the croun lands and the ecclesiastical
properties. Cronn lands u'ere those designed to meet the
needs of the king and his court. Crown lands were not
permitted to be alienated from the crown, except those
properties which had been escheated to the crown (bona
fscolÍa), and which could be donated once more.
Ecclesiastical properties {bona ecclesÍastÍca) could
be freelv held by the churches and by clerics, and were
ultimately attached to high church dignitaries. However,
the entitlement of the Hungarian Church to acquire
properlv freely rvas heavily limited by the so-called
"mortmain acts" of 1486 and 1496.
In the feudal Hungarian prlvate law. property implied
that the ormer (excluding anyone else) has full, but not
absolute, right to dlspose only of the movables and the
acquired immovables. The ownershÍp of the ancient and
donated landed properties always meant a limited right,
because the property itselfbelonged irectly to the gens,
and ultimately to the "Holy Crown" as a symbolic main
owner. Hence it follows that the feudal private law called
the nobles - from the aspect of their lands - "possessor",
rather than "o\rner",
The individual ownershlp oí nobles was limited by
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the entaÍIment (Íus ouÍtÍcum) in the first place. Practi.
cally, it was a ban on the alienation and mortgage of
landed properties designed to secure the subsistence of
the family. This legal institution - in the case of alienat-
ing or mortgagÍng the property Ínter uiuos - entitled the
issues in tail to redeem it directly to themselves, these
issues in tail, in turn, were obliged under this ius to of-
fer the ancient property designed to be alienated for pur-
chase by the relatives in their order of succession. Ac-
cording to legd customs preceding Werbőcy's age, when
these sharing relatives did not wish to avail themselr'es
of redeeming the given property, it had to be offered up
to the neighbours fthe process of this offering was
termed aspraemonitio).lf this praemonttto was omitted
by the issue Ín tail, the sharing relatives might make
claim to the dissolution of the contract which the Íssue
in tail had concluded on the alienation or mortgage of
the property in question, and they couid enforce their
claim by legal course. From the 15th century down-
wards, neighbours could only make an offer for such a
contract, and no claim might be asserted against he is-
sue in tail. Their right to require a prop€r praemonttio
softened into an option to purchase.
The above right of the sharing relatives could be re-
pealed by introducing the so.calied ..dÍviding.'. The de.
tailed rules for this dividing process were rvorked out bv
Werbóczy. Accordingly, first a stock had to be taken of
the whole of the property to be divided, then the im-
movables were divided generaiiy among the males only,
whÍle the movables between the males and females in
equal shares. After having been so dil'ided, the proper-
ties retained their "ancient origin" in character.
The most typical way of acquiring a property was that
by donation. Donation was meant to reward, compen-
sate for, more precisely to reciprocate the faithful ser-
vices an individual had rendered to the king, the crorm
or to a high dignitary or feudal or,erlord; it was also
meant to encourage him to make even more faithful ser-
vices in the future by transferring property as donation
from the king, the Palatine or by an individual of high
social standing. The royal donation was by all means the
most important. In this context, the escheat [frscalitos)
meant the king's right (Íus regÍum) - which initiaily had
been based on laws, then on customary lalv - that he
could recover (or sort of inherit) the properlv of an ex-
tinct family or of an unfaithful nobleman.
The system of socage aS one of the characteristics oí
Hungarian private law originated from the contemporary
structure of agriculture. The land held by a feudal over-
lord was divided into ser|s holdings and seÍgniorial do.
mestic lands under the direct manaqement of the lord.
Both tlpes of these landed estates were cultivated by
serfs. The serf was bound to render certain services
(rents), both in kind and in cash, in exchange for the le-
gal and other efíective protection his lord accorded him.
The introduction of the "ninth" (nono; l35l) as a new
version of the crop tar considerably contributed to the
development of a uniform serÍhood. The socage system
also included the lord's jurisdiction, in both legal and
adminÍstrative t rms, over his serfs, and all these con.
straints became even more depressing after the great
peasant uprising of 1514.
As concerns the inheritance of nobÍliary property, it
remained a covenant runnlng with land, and the order of
succession served to sustain the family estate. The law
of inheritance oí the nobility recognized the provision by
will only as an exceptional possibility, even so restricted
to movables and acquired properties. The guiding prin-
ciple concerning the ancient property was that (in case
of inheritance from half-bloods or ascendants) every
family should keep what came from the given family.
Since the acquired properfv, if testate, also turned into
an ancient one, the significance of provision by will was
practically next to nothing. Testamentary issues, in
which real estates were also involved, the customary iaw
removed from the competence of ecclesiastical courts to
assign such issues to the royal courts. As shown by the
practice of the adjudicative power, courts frequently ap-
piied the principles of Roman law.
In the first centuries of feudalism. contract law re-
mained in close connection with the personal rights and
substantive larv. In compliance with Roman law, the
complicated rules for concluding a contract were
worked out in municipal larv in the first place, but this
was not to mean that the nobiliary law remained intact
of the "modern" principles of contract law. As a result of
the nobilÍty.s ever increasin$ itrvolvement in commodity
production, customarv law, just as well as the decrees
had to respond to the ernerging new demands.
Malnly from the l6th century, the development of
contract law was characterized by a certain dualism.
Obviously, the interests of the crown and gentilial
famlly continued to put strong restrictions on the alien-
ation of the nobiliary property. To support this effort, a
speciíic nobiliary form of legal transactions was devel.
oped, namely that the alienation, pledging, exchange, di-
viding of nobiliary landed estates, or incidentally testa-
ments thereof, might only be transacted at an authentic
place. and of the legal statements made at such places, a
written document was issued, and on this account this
[pe of transactions was collectively termed as ";[ossio".
An addition to the mentioned restrictions, this complex
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forn of transactions noticeablv left its narks on the con-
tract latv oÍ that age.
However, as proven by experiences in the judicial
practice of customary larv from the 16th century - no-
bles participating in the everyday circulation of goods
and money ever more frequently concluded such con-
tracts as íollowed the more advanced rules laid dorm in
the contract law of ius commune. Here the effect of the
more developed contract law of toun deserves special
mention. These municipal rules were under the necessi-
ties also applied in the legd transactions of nobles. This
was so despite the fact that Werbóczy.s Trrpartitum re.
mained silent as to this possibility of legal transactions.
Summarizing the explicitly Hungarian traits of the
mediaeval judicial practice, WerbcÍczy's rvork lrad largely'
contributed to the centuries-long survival of the Íurrda.
menta.l institutions of Hungarian private law in a íornr
he had described. By its great authority, it also helped
the continuation of certain obsolete institutions, though
they were long outdated. Though the private lal practlce
of courts was much aided by the readily available law-
book, but it must be emphasized that - to an extent still
unknown - judicature would often exceed the pril,ate law
rules of the TrtportÍtum, in fact, it tended to adjust it-
self, step by step, to the economic needs. Naturally, in is-
sues aÍfecting nrajor pritlate law institutions u'ith ..consti.
tutional law" relevance (such as entailment. donation
system, etc.), the judÍciarv practice might not come into
conflict with the "Decretum" , but - as shou.n by the ma-
terial of Planum Tabulare - it might furnish a basis for
the gradual development of a modern private law. The
lSth century legislature had increasingly recognized the
necessity oí modernization, but could not achieve more
than a íew partial results.
Hungarian private law ln the early modern age con-
tinued to be characterized by the feudal conditions in-
cluding the entaihnent, the donation system and the so-
cage.
Although a good part of the nobility had impover-
ished, with its living standards reduced to the level of
his serfs, or trickled dowri to the tolms and became
..embourgeoised'. in its ways' yet the íeudal distinctions
did not abate, Índeed, they became even sharper' The
..primae nollus'' of Werbócy.s Tripartitum (Part l, title 9).
which declared the principle of a uniform nobility, drerv
a sharp dividing line between the nobles and non-no-
bles. However, in the slow process of embourgeoise-
ment, this principle became ever more untenable, and
the same applied to the entailment and the donation sys-
tem. These institutions now burdened, rather than pro-
tected the nobiliary property; partly they degraded the
credit standing of nobles u,ho wished to join in commod-
ity production, partly caused imnrense íinancial osses
to the members of the privileged strata who were in-
volved in endless lawsuits connected rvith entailment is-
sues. The sustaining of sockage put unbearable burdens
on the peasantry. To wit, in addition to the usual
corvées. with the formation of the ..modern state,'. a íur.
ther burden was imposed on peasants in the form of the
compulsorv military seryice. The royal will such as
Maria Theresa's decree on sockage (1767) could but al-
lel'iate, and not remedy the complaints of serfs.
The necessity of modernizing the private lal branch
was recognized - besides the above-mentioned ju icial
practice - also by the legÍslation l the l8tlt century. Itt
l723' the legal requisites oÍ testanlent.making Were reg.
ulated, and the obligation of keeping records of public
authenticity of mortgage burden was taken out from the
sphere of municipal law to form part of national law. At-
tempts were made at the comprehensive codification oí
private laiv and at the adoption oí the Austrian institu-
tions of commercia] law (based on Íus commune), but
these eÍÍorts failed to yield conspicuous results. The pri-
vate lal bill submitted by the so-called regntcolaris
comrnittee of the 1792 Diet failed to be enacted. Thus
the further development oí private law. and ivÍthin this,
that of contract and commercial larv. remained - u,ithin
the me ntioned bounds - in the domain of courts and oi
tlte increasingly uníolding Iegal sciences.
DEIELOPMENT OF PENAL LAW
Our knowledge oí the development of HutrQarian penal
law have been acqulred from the following sources. The
most r,aluable document of the practice of Hungarian pe-
nal law in the age of the Arpád dynasty is the registry
u'lrich the Várad chapter aS an authentic place prepared
relating to its probation activity in the first half of the
l3th centurv. more particularly: 1208-1235 (commonlv
knotvn as the Vrírad Regesfrum as has been referred to
above Ín this study). This registry includes cases of or.
deals by fire, a widely used method in that age, Forming
remarkable sources of knoivledge are legal rules pertain-
ing to penal laiv; on the inplementation oí these larvs.
lrower,er, we ha'',e only sporadlc iníornratiott up to the
l6th century, because it was only since then that the re-
cording of sentences has become a common practice -
apart from the eariier practice of a few towns. However,
as concerns the changes in living conditions and the ef-
fectiveness of penal legislation, significant conclusions
may be drawn from the development of subject-matters
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of legal regulations. Apart from acts and laws, rules of
customary law also played an important part in the
strugle against delinquency. This also means that par-
ticularism was also an important characteristic of the
penal law practice in Hungary in the mediaeval and early
modern ages untii as late as the l8th centurv. The body
of knowledge that can be gathered from municipa.l law-
books and statutes (from the 14th centur.v), records of
county courts (from the 16th century), as rvell as from
the records of manorial courts (also fron the l6th cen-
tury), supplies valuable information on the development
of penal law. Law books syr:ithesizing the national cus-
tomary law (such as Tripartttum in the first place) and
the codification endeavours (such as QudrípartÍtum) all
attempted to arrange penal statutes into a logical order.
Articuli luris TauernicalÍsis and Planum Tabulare do
not contaÍn remarkable principles to be followed in pe-
nal law. Issued by the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand
III in 1656 for use by certain Austrian provinces, a regu-
lation of criminal proceedings, entitled Forma Processus
Iudi.ctt seu Praxts Crimtnolis, was also based on cus-
tomary law. This regulation was also printed in Hungary
in l687 and then attached to Corpus /uris HungorÍcÍ in
l696' Though Ít had never been regarded as a law, yet it
produced a great influence on the further dei'elopmertt
of Hungarian crimÍnal proceedings up to the mid-i9th
century, This work, otherwise, may well be regarded as
one heralding a certain new effort to codify the penal
iaw. An outstanding representative of this eífort. MiháJy
BencsÍk, professor of law at the Nagtszonrbat universin
and deputy oí the same tovn to the Diet of 17lr2-1715,
submitted a draft to this effect, but it never became an
act. The new demands made by the practice of the early
modern age, however, could not be fully met by these
"domestic" solutions, thus the judges would often have
recourse to íoreign legal solutions. most frequently to
what Ís known as Constrtut[o CrimÍnolÍs Carolina,
In the tribal-gentilial society, every behaviour that
caused any harnl to an iridividual (liíe, bodilv harm.
honour), or to the property of the individual or of the
gentilial joint family, would entail a retaliation depend-
ing on the arbitrariness of the offended iamily or gens.
In the case of injuries caused to an individual or of
losses caused to property, the offended individual or
his'/her elatives or gens mi$ht reírain from retaliatin$,
provided, however, that the oífender paid the oífended
paÍty a compensation (compositÍo) which the oííender
and the offended and hislher reiatives had mutualiy
agreed upon, or more precisely, bargained for.
In the perÍod of the patrimonial kingship. penal law
was basically compensatory in character. Bv virtue of his
power' the king persecuted only tlrose behavÍours, and
attached penal sanctions thereto, which offended or en-
dangered his country (power) and his Church (religion),
and also those causing losses to his properties. The king
as a rule left the remedv of most harms did to individu-
aIs to the individuals themselves anÜor to their íamilies.
In the feudal age, delicts committed by those who
from the 13th century were commonly termed as "public
evil-doers" (maleJactores publicl), rvere normally pun-
ished by' death sentences. In the case of other delicts, the
principle of compensation prevailed, in some cases in
such a rvay that redemptlve and compensatory obliga-
tions and penal sanctions were alternately applied as
punishments. Accordingly, one sentenced to death
would either be beheaded, or could redeem the capital
punishment by payin$ a compensation to the offended
or to the relatives thereof. In connection with this and
under the effect of canon law. distinction between the
groups of public and private delicts had also appeared
in Hungarian law by the l4th century. Initially, ranked
among public dellcts rvere such ones as entailed clearly
penal sanctions - aS specified by Werbőczy under titles
14 and 15 of his Triparttte - and when redemption was
out of place. Every other felony, in turn, ranked among
the private offences. After the appearance of Werbőczy's
work, it was not until the judicial reform of 1723 that
the respective sphere of public and private delicts was
delineated anew, but in practice, the situation brought
about by iegal regulation was íurther changed - espe.
cially in respect of non-nobles - by the customary
law-based Praxis CrimÍnalis frotrr the first tlrird of the
18th century.
Praris CrÍmÍnalis had been put lnto practice by
county and manorial courts in their criminal proceed-
ings back in the late years of the 17th century, and the
procedural and substantive rules of thÍs code were also
enforced in respect of serfs and townspeopie. Conse-
quently, in their cases certain delicts, which according to
the Hungarian law ranked among the private delicts,
were quaiified as public ones. In contrast, as the 1687
Diet rejected the iegal confirmation of the status of the
estates, the customary law of Prqxis CrimÍnalis could
not be applied to noblemen. Consequently, any delict
might be either public or private delict depending on the
legal status of the ofíender. For example, a serf might be
convicted of involuntary homicide by virtue of the sub-
stantive lau, of PraxÍs CrimÍnolis, that is. in a criminal
action, ivhile a noble was condernned of the same of-
fence in a normal civil action.
The notion of a delict had not been defined clearly
et'en in the late period oí íeudalisnl, but from the l8th
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century on, several - and Several kinds oí - definitions tamount o violating law. to ignoring the divine and hu.
were proposed by outstanding Hungarian authors, man laws, or to resisting the former.
These definitions usually made distinctions between the Punishment aimed at retaliation and deterrence, that
individual delicts and specified their importalt criteria is, it did not only aint to reta.liate a delict committed pre-
according to whether they ofíended against the public viously - because ..they did wrong'. (quia peccatum est) -
(community) or only against an individual, or accordin$ but also to prevent both the oífender and others frorn
to the kind of procedure, in which the perpetrator was committing a new, or any other, delict, that is, that "they
(or mÍ$ht be) condemned. should not do wrong.' (ne peccatur) at all' As concerns
In general, qualifying as a public delict (delictum the aim of punishment, he mediaeva.l and the early mod-
publicuml was any felony rvhich u'as injurious to the ern Hungarian jurisprudence and legal practice made a
public, in the case of which proceedings had to be insti' clear distinction between the typically retaliating and typi-
tuted ex olftcio. Public delict might be "capital" and cally deterring punishments. Belonging to the former type..civil'', otherwise .'civil political.' and ..criminal act'' and were the pecuniary and the talÍo punishments.
"misdemeanour, infraction", respectively.
Qualifying as a prÍvate delict (delÍcÍum priuatum,
delictum ciuile) was any delict that caused harm to an
individual or losses to that individual's property. In this
case the oífended mi$ht institute an action for compen-
sation, that Ís, might make claim to a condemnation in-
volving a fine. Since such overt delicts involved only
one-sided, pecuniary obligations, these were collective
termed as "forfeit money-offences" to distinguish these
private delicts from the capiral crimes.
In the modern penal law, a necessary element of any
criminal act is one of the outward íorms of guilt, namely
contemplation, or else wilfulness [dolus) and negligence
(culpa). However, at the early state of the historical de-
velopment of Hungarian feudal larv, usually the objective
legal injury formed the only basis of punishment. The
actual guilt of the offender WaS consÍdered only in the
case of certain delicts. In the case of homicide, partlv the
perpetrator's guilt going with the legal injury, partly the
legal injury in itself, independently of the guilt, served as
a basis for punishnrent. As a public delÍct inlplied con.
templation, purely penal sanctions were attached only to
delicts which were rviifully commÍtted. With private de.
iicts, in turn, the objective offence continued to form the
basis for punishment' that is, oííender.s guilt was left
out of consideration.
In addition to contemplation, in some delicts, Praxis
Criminalis also considered negligation, regarding it as a
lighter form of guilt, that is, in perpetrating a crimen
sometimes a culpa was also sufficient o punish an of-
fender. Outstanding Hungarian jurists in the lSth and
l9th centuries tended to take standpoints correspond-
ing to those of Praxis CrimlnalÍs. ThLrs in considering
certain delicts they also regarded a slighter degree of
negligence as being sufficient o punishment.
Forming a legal basis for punishment was the objec-
tive legal injury, that is, the one which was guiltliy and
wilíully caused' Under the íeudal aw, the latter was tan.
The talÍo punishment (poena tolionis) was nothing
else but a punishment proportional to and executed in
the same Wav as the ofíerrce caused. Tolio punishment
lvere applÍed botlt in the period of tlre patrimonial king-
ship and in the age of ripe feudalism. Belonging to this
group were - among others - such punishments as the
beheading of the perpetrator of wilfui rlurder or burning
the delinquent alive by intended order.
The rypical deterring punishments included maiming
of the offender's body, corporeal punishment and dis-
gracing.
The taiio punishments like maiming the body, dis-
gracing and others were at the same time "reflecting
punÍshments.' aswell. The latter were leavin$ lasting in.
juries. scars and other nrarks on tlie oííender's body
that were also designed to indicate, that is, to reilect the
crime he had committed. The severed hand, arm, ear,
nose and branding the face and other parts of body with
a hot lron all referred to such delicts as perjury or
bodily injury (punislied by severing of members) or as
larceny or ri'itchcraft.
The íeudal and early modern age penologl made a
further distinction behveen the ordinary and extraordi-
nary punishments (poena ordinarta et extraordínaria\,
Ordinary punishment denoted rvhat niight normally be
imposed on the perpetrator of the given crime under the
countrl's acts or customary lal. For instance, behead-
ing formed íor nrany centuries the ordinary punishnlent
for wilful murder.
Extraordinary punishments were lÍglrter than the or.
dinary ones to be imposed on a certain deiict. Con-
sidering that public delicts ordinarily entailed capital
punishment, heir extraordinary punishment must have
been lighter than that. The degree and kind of extraordi-
narv punishment was not explicltly flred either by law or
by customary law, its assessment was left to the consid-
eration of the acting judge. Thereíore the extraordinary
purlÍshment rvas also termed aS one '.depending on the
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judge" or "left to mitigation by the judge" or "left to the
assessnlent of the judge " lpoena arbitrarta).
Especiallv in the perlod of the patrimonial kingship,
but in the íeudal age as rvell. it ti'as basically the act it.
self. lhat is, the overt criminal act that underlay the de-
terntination oí the punislrll lellt to be inrposed' Other cir.
cumstances, mainlv those having been in connection
lvith the perpetrator were not. or onlv secondarily'. taken
into account. From the late 17th centurv, perhaps due to
the ef|ect oI PrarÍs CrÍmÍnalÍs. in aSSeSSiI]g punish-
ments for public delicts. several other - possibly extenu-
ating or a&qra\.ating - circulnslances were then also con-
sÍdered. Dealing u.ith the individual delicts, Prcuris
CrÍmínolÍs it elf speciíied the related extenuating or ag.
gravating circumstances in separate groups.
The rnost important groups of delicts were as fol-
lo.,vs:
a) public capital crinres (crinÍna] such as infidelitv
(high treason), lese-majestv. offeuces against he coun-
try.s public safe|v. oIíerrces against public authentÍcitv.
heresv. ofIettces against lÍfe (rvilful honricide and ntur.
der), "sins of debauchery" (adulterv. bigaml', concubi-
nage, íornication. lrabltual prostitutiorr. sodorn-v). of.
íences a{ainst property (Iarceri5'. robbe11')' u.itchcraít
and blasphemy
b) public cír'Íl delicts included sel.eral lesser misde.
meallour. trespasses uch as official misdemeanour,
contempt of court, abuses by lords. commercial offences
c) Forming a special group were the prlvate delÍcts
(deltcta prtuata) such as the arbitrariness u,hich, if com-
rnitted against a nobleman (major arbitrarlness), en-
tailed capital punishment, and it was qualifving as lesser
arbitrariness. if the offended rvas not a noblernan. This
group also included dishonour. causing harnr to things
of others. breach of honour and sinilar cases.
HUNGARIAN CHURCHES AND THEIR
LEGAL LIFE
Analvsin{ lhe public law status and administration of
the Hungarian Catholic Church in the middle and early
modern ages is subject o be dealt lvith by another study
in this volume. Tlrus the rules of ius ecclesiastÍcum.
whicit (overned the place of the Church rvithin the state,
lvill not be analvsed here. At the sarne time, it seems
ivorth discussing here (bevond the questions o far ex-
amined) tlre role tile Íus cononicun plaved in the et'erv-
day lite of Hungarv's population in those centuries. Vir-
tually a state u,ithin the state. the Church also had a larv
of its orvn. In the middle a{es B'hen everyone rias sub-
jected to tlo separate systems of law, the problem of de-
marcating the canon law from the secular one was of a
great moment. This demarcation posed not only a theo-
retical but also a practical problem to every devout
Christian. Namelv, these two legal si'stems were applied
by hvo judicial ltierarchies as well. Consequently, Ín any
given case it had to be decided whether the ecclesiastical
or the secular court .,vas competent to give judgement on
the case and to execute the resultin$ sentence. Since the
Church alnays led in formulating its orm rights, the
practical sÍde of the problem was to determine the point
rvhere the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical courts ceased or
rvhere that oí the secular ones conlnenced. Initially, the
dividÍng line drau'n between the divine and the human
larv irad shorm the superiority of canon law. Later, how-
ever, the superiorily of canon law lessened throughout
Europe' including Hungary. and the exact delineation. Ín
fact, limitation of the scope oí ecclesiastical jurisdiction
became a requirement. This process continued untii the
situation has completelv changed. This change in Hun-
garv $ras going on in the foilowing way,
The competence of an eccleslastlcal court was in
principle deterniined elther by the personage of the liti-
gating parties (rattone personae) or by the subject-mat-
ter of a case (ratione reÍ). In Hungary, the principle of
the prlr{leqe of clerics (prtutlegium-[on) had played an
inrportant role eler since the early period of legislature.
Legal regulations dating from the early l3th century re-
peatedlv corroborated thls privilege. Issued in 1222 to
the clerg', a Charter of libertles specified the circle of
those enjoying the privilege, extending it to practically
every clerg'man. A lavman WaS Supposed to instÍtute
anv action against a clergrman before an archbishop,
bishop, archdeacon, deacon or other ecclesiastical
judge. A cleric, in turn, had to do the sarne in a secular
case beíore a secu]ar judge. As could be observed in
other European countries too, secular actions in rem
\\iere removed írom the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical
COurtS. Under the Bereg agreement. King András II en-
sured the adjudicatil,e porver of the Church in all cases
of clerics. ,,exceptis judÍciÍes terrarum.,, However, he
had to coníirnr tlre ecclesÍastical nature of actions in
matters concernÍn{ marriage and dowry'
In the late 13th centurv, the jurisdiction of ecclesias-
tical courts had been taken for granted, so no further
regulation was needed. Matrimonial cases lvere quite
naturallv regarded as falling within ecclesiasiical juris-
diction. Furthermore, it was not the lavmen who were
prohÍbited front ecclesiastical proceedirrgs. but the cler-
lcs were not permitted to file a claim in matters falling
rvithin ecclesiastical conpetence with secular forums or
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to maintain actions, give responses and undertake guar-
antees and responsibilities at those íorums. Should they
still do so, they would be subject o excommunication itt
just the same way as the secular judges who had forced
them to do so. Resorting to secular foruns was espe-
cially banned in matters concerning the offences of cler-
Srrnen and alms given for ecclesiastical purposes, An ec-
clesiasticai procedure had by all means to be conducted
in strict compliance with the canons. From that time on,
the rules of Roman procedurai lalv had to be fully ob-
served at the ecclesiastical courts. The spheres of com-
petence as they had taken shape by the 14th centurv
were mutually held in respect, and the cases falling
within the other court's competence were also nrutually
transferred. The first more detailed description of com-
petences was included in a diplorna issued by King
Louis I in 1344. Accordingly, falling rvithin ecclesiastical
competence were the ntatrimonial cases and the related
matrimonial properly issues such as doilry, engagement
presents and the daughter's quarter. The removal of
these issues from the secuiar competence, in. fact, fol-
lowed a tradition datÍng from the age of the fupád dy-
nasty. Offences of clerics and wonien also qualified as
ecclesÍastical issues. offences of clerics belonged to this
category on account of priutlegtum ccnonis, while those
of women on account hat women were conceived by the
ecclesiastical judiciary aS persons needing deíence. It
must have been based on similar consideratÍon that
cases of the rape of virgins - and of women in general -
fell within ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Judging on cases of
adultery was shared between these two kinds oí legal fo.
rums: in such cases, instituting the civil action belonged
to the ecclesiastical. while the trial itself to the secular
court. Last wills also belonged to the clerical sphere. In
actions in retrr a bÍshop was not permitted to impose
punishment on his opponent, but might retaliate anv
other ecciesiastical offence by excommunication and
tnterdictum. And even though the ecclesiastical court
might not give judgement on an explicit possessory ac-
tion, it might appraise the daughter's quarter and ar-
range for its hereditary transfer, and this was regarded
as part of its normal activity.
While the adjudicative power oí ecclesiastical courts
had remained largely unregulated and the conflicts in
questÍons of competence had not been solr.ed on the
grounds of customary larv in the i-lth centur,v, from the
first years of the 1Sth century the state attempted to set-
tle this problem.
Until then. there had been no arbitrator in tlie dis-
l6 See footnote supra 8.
putes over the ecclesiastical nd secular competences.
indeed, it rvas the Pope as the highest instance rvho de-
cided on questions of principle, and the theory o[ canon
larv had made it possible to declare any issue as belong-
ing to the ecclesiastical sphere.
Thouqh Ítt practice tlie secular corrrt had been able to
interfere u'ith the ecclesiastical procedure, but lor lack
of an underlf ing principle. lt rvas only King (Enperor)
Sigismund's resolute ecclesiastical policy that could
brirr$ about a radical change in this íield. Created upon
request b1. roval tourts and comnrunities. article XIV oí
his decretum of 15 April 1405 declared the principle
that ecclesiastical courts u,ere not permittecl to deal lvith
and decÍde on seculilr lnatters. and reversely, Moreover.
the king and the counlrv's grand judges were onlv euti-
tled to give judgement on dÍsputes between the secular
and ecclesiastical judqes. The fact tliat the roval court
was vested with the competence to decide on jurisdic-
tional confllcts was more consequential than lt seemed
in itself, because therebv the ecclesiastical courts also
becarne part of the nation-wide judicial organization.
In the second part o[ the same century a u,hole serles
of laws exhaustively regulated the sphere of competence
oí ecclesiastical Courts, rvhich by arrd large agreed tvith
the related customs of the previous centuries. Most of
the related lau's empirically listed the "nine cases", rvhile
otlrers onlv mentioned a Íew of thenr.
It was only Act III o[ 1462, rvhich rvas probably edited
by a notarv proficient in canon iaw, that tried to base the
regulation on some principies, Accordingly, falllng u'ithin
the competence of ecclesÍastical ourt Were aS follows: 1)
issues related to the sacrarnents; 2) problerns of faith and
heresy. including suspicion of üle latter; 3) testaments
and the related complementary legal transactions; 4) mat-
rÍmonia] aííaÍrs, taken Ín a broad settse, especiajlv claims
to dowry, bridal gift, daughter's quarter, provided the
claimant nould not make claim to landed estate; 5) anir
legal contest, substantive or personal, related to the deliv-
erv of the ninthr6: 6) actions a{ainst those riolating the
ban on usury and Ítrterests; 7) aífairs oí iridotvs and or-
phans, except claims to landed estates: 8) violatÍorr of
oath and perjury (tiat is, actions deriving fronr contracts
concluded under oath), includinq the legd contests re-
Iated to tlte punishrltents imposed: 9) anv oüter isstte
rvlrere the disciplina1r' porver oí tlie Church tl.as in place.
in addition to removing the possessorv actions fronr
the conipetence of ecclesiastical courts. the feudal egis-
lation also sought o threaten rvith punishment hose ex-
ceeding the porvers which had previously been defined
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by law' Later laws also renerved the principle oí separat.
ing the ecclesiastical from the secular judicature.
With its authority greater than that of laws, the
Trtpartitum clearly showed the nobility's adverse atti-
tude towards the ecclesiastical judicature. Werbőczy re.
frained from a:rsrverlng the questÍon of what issues fell
within the competence of ecclesiastical courts, so he
failed to deal with the "nine cases" of legal regulation,
However, he deemed it appropriate to refer to certain
cases where the restrÍction of the ecclesiastical Compe.
tence seemed to be necessar,v. The Trtpartitum includes
- among other things - the ancient legal principle that
ecclesiastical courts were not entitled to give judgement
on possessory actions, consequently any diploma issued
or judgernent given in this matter was not binding on
anyone. In its tendency, the Tripartitum unambiguously
sought to push the ecclesiastical judicature into the
background.
In connection with the ecclesiastical judicature, the
lSth century government's ecclesiastical policy and leg-
islature aimed to exercise a sort of tutelage over the ec-
clesiastical courts, to restrict their field of operation,
and to reduce them to a state of subordination. The pe-
riod of the Jagiellon dynasty, that íollowed the early ab.
solutism of King Matthias, saw the appearance of public
opinion in the legÍsiature as a meal1s of coercion of that
age. The state had several options to influence the eccle-
siastical courts, here Ínstead oí enumerating all of them,
only one Ís mentioned, namely that judiclal orders is.
sued by the royal chancellery could halt the ecclesiasti-
cal proceedings at any stage of the action.
By the end of the 15th century, it had become an es-
tablished practice that all legal contests of the urban
bourgeoisie had to be commenced before the magistracy,
and from there were the claims of ecclesiastic nature
transferred to the ecclesiastical courts. The strugle of
the urban bourgeoisie to prevent the ecclesiastical
courts from interfering with issues pertaining to urban
proprietary rights also resulted in serious restrictions of
ecclesiastical judicature in the testamentary field. At any
rate, the decisive moment was that the towns and mar-
ket towns tended to augment heir adjudicative power at
the expense of the ecclesiastical courts, and to achieve
this, they did not shrink even from resorting to force.
The extremely high expenses the ecclesiastical pro-
ceedings involved in that age formed an important factor
of the wide-spread issatisfaction with the ecclesiastical
procedures, this particularly held true of proceedings
continued at the Roman CurÍa. The prepossession of ec-
clesiastical courts towards the rich and mighty, the con-
fusions caused by the frequent papal legations and the
more favourable position of the privileged all largely con-
tributed to the rise of a prejudice against such courts in
the countrv' Soon after the Mohács defeat (1526), Hun-
gary as a state lost its sovereignty for centuries. As a
consequence of the reformation, the organization of
Hungary's mediaeval Church also collapsed.
In the period of counter-reformation, the ecclesiasti-
cal judicature also underwent changes, but it could
never regain its former importance. It was only during
the Turkish occupation, wiren the secular courts could
not work properly, that the ecclesiastical courts could
get along somewhat better. Act XV of 1647 narrowed
down the competence of ecclesiastical courts to the for-
mal problems of testaments and to Íssues connected
with matrimony and the violation of oath. Within these
narrow bounds, however, they might give judgement
even on the matrimonial problems of Protestants.
Though the Hungarian Calvinists had synodical
courts in some places in the l7th century, but they
ceased by the end of the same century under circum-
stances unknown - probably due to the Íncreased reli.
gious oppression. Matrimonial cases of Protestants - as
this was the only field where they differed from the rest
of the country's population in terms of private law -
were remitted by the Carolina Resolutio to the ecclesias-
tical courts. However, this abuse was ceased by Joseph
II in 1786 when the competence of ecclesiastical courts
was restricted to the Catholic and inter-marriages. With
the introduction of the civil marriage in the late 19th
century, ecclesiastical courts almost completeiy lost
their importance, slight as it were.
DEVELOPMENTOF HUNGARTAN LAW AND EUROPE
It can be only hoped that from all what has been dis-
cussed above it appears despite its several special traits
appearing maÍnly in its particular legal institutions.
principles or in some different raits of Hungarian legal
culture, Hungarian law always bore the marks of the
traditional European legal system throughout its devel-
opment Ín the middle and early modern ages.
Joining Ín the European envÍronment relative late,
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Hungalians could find Certain patterns in theÍr original,
natural forms' rvhich they found appropriate, íeasible
and advantageous to foilow. Having been rvearing awav
among several European great powers for a long time,
the Hungarian natlon could also use these patterns fairly
well in its strugle to retaln or regain its sovereigntv un-
der the pressure oí those powers. of the universal
norms that formed part oí the common European cul.
tural heritage, the most important were those regulating
the everyday life' The acceptance oí the ,'rules oÍ game'.
of the Christian Church and the way it transmitted the
scholastic knowledge also involved that circle of legal
prÍnciples within which Hungarian law could find its
proper place among the other European legal systems.
The effect of the scholariy laws on Hungarian law in the
middle ages is unquestionable. The extent of this effect
may be disputed, but the fact itself is not. The principles
of the Roman-based law of canonical procedure became
an immanent part of the nediaeval Hungarian law. Be-
sides the local specialties of /amilÍarÍtos, rules of the
Europeari seigniorial aw were also taken into account.
Similarly to their other European peers, HungarÍan .;u.
rists also drew on the inexhaustible source of Roman
law. They may have done so to a somewhat lesser extent
than others in Europe, but it was never disputed that de-
spite some singular traits, the territories under the sov-
ereignty of the HungarÍan king belonged to the broad
scope of validity of the European itn commune. And orv-
ing to the nature of the enterging legal problems, this
could not have been otherwise. All what we know of the
late mediaeval Hungarian customary law, the approbata
Regni consueto, shows that the scholarly laws could fill
up the gaps, to which the domestic rules with their spe-
cific contents induced by the particular Hungarian cir-
cumstance {custom, law' statutes, priüleges) did not ex-
tend. The politÍcally-motivated idea of separatism is - as
has been mentioned - of a later and explicitly nobiliary
origin. However, the legal principles oÍ western (impe.
riai) origin were important for the urban bourgeoisie
that carried a slight politicai, but so much the greater
economic weight. This is shown by data on Hungarian
students attending universities, both at home and
abroad. and also by the widespread use of law-books ln
the early modern age. The high popularity of Werbőczy's
Tripartttum. oíten referred to as ..the Bible oí the nobil.
ity", apparentlv turned the attention of the nobility,
whÍch enjoyed the monopoly of applving the law, to the
specifically Hungarian institutions of law. But the system
oí Hungarian private law could not have been able to
ivork rvÍthout the continual presence of the ius com-
mune in the background, almost like a "subterranean
stream.', Werbciczy did not regard himself his TrrpartÍte
as a step forivard towards a legal separatism, in fact,
what he rvanted was to collate his work with the Euro-
pean legal practice in an effort to meet the changing de-
mands of his age, and by this, to consolidate the Hun-
garian law and to furnish a basis for its renewal. The
authors of the Quadripartttum deemed it important at
the time to declare that the imperial law was no longer
valid in Hungary.
The absurdÍty of political resistance to foreign law
was well shown bv the fact that the European public
opinion of that age could not perceive at all the demand
for legai lndependence which had been articulated by
the Hungarian nobiliarv circles. On the contrary, as Ar-
thur Duck, an outstanding English learned lawyer in
the 17th century, put itl7: ..every HungarÍan is con.
vinced of the fact that all Hungarian laws originate
from imperial (Roman) sources, in the first place, from
the imperial (Roman) law: Hungary's customary iaw is
arranged by the standards and method of the tus com-
mune." Indeed, the slowly developing Hungarian juris-
prudence showed the acceptance of the modern Euro-
pean legal notions in the eariy modern age by a"tacita
receptio" resulting from a legal practice that often re-
ferred to old customs and general legal principles. The
Hungarian legal life received the European common
law not through great legislative acts, but through a
wise consideration of what society really needed. Per-
haps even against heir politÍcal convictions, Hungarian
learned lawyers, by their professional education, felt
free to draw on this "subterranean stream".
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L7 Original text is in Latin language. (Editor)
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